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$97,000 at stake in dorm rug snafu
by Doug Kelley
Dormitory residents could lose
$97,000 in funds from a rent increase
intended to buy new carpets in the
six red brick dormitories.
The money will be lost if the
carpet is not installed by June 30, the
end of the fiscal year. Installation is
not possible, according to the plant
operations director for Auxiliary
Enterprises,
Tom McGinley,
because there isn’t enough time.
Fiscal
management
procedures require that goods and
services be received by June 30 of
the current fiscal year they are
contracted for or they must be paid
out of the following year’s funds,"
Bill Schooler, director of Auxiliary
Enterprises said, explaining how the
money may be lost.
More money already has been
lost in consulting fees because plans

drawn by the consultant were
rejected by the state procurement
office.
Dean of Student Services Robert
Martin refused to disclose how much
the consultant was paid, claiming it
was a personnel matter. Unconfirmed reports say the fee was
$12,000 to $20,000.
The $97,000 will revert to the
CSUC dormitory repair and
replacement reserve fund, according to executive Vic -President
Jack Coleman. However, the money
can be saved by moving it to the
budget for the next fiscal year if
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
makes a special request that this be
done, he said.
Fullerton was unavailable for
comment on whether she will make
the request.
Housing
director
Cordell

Koland, in charge of the carpet
project, explained the delay, by
saying he has been trying to
determine what type of carpet would
be most durable for the dorms.
"It’s not like going out to Sears
and picking out a bolt of carpet," he
said.
To determine what type of
carpet would be best, Koland hired
in
Bowen
Blair
consultant
November 1979 to draw blueprints
for
the
job.
and specifications
Bowen did most of the interior
design on the Student Union.
Between the time the consultant
was hired and December 1980, at
least 16 meetings were held with
various campus administrators to
discuss the carpet.
In addition to these meetings,
Koland said he met with members of
the Residence Hall Community

Council and dormitory resident advisers.
On December 2, more than a
year after approval was given for
buying the carpets, a meeting was
held to complete the carpet plans,
but the consultant had not yet drawn
the blueprints, McGinley said.
"I could have drawn the
blueprints and specifications in a
week and had them to the state
procurement office in less than two
weeks," McGinley said.
The consultant’s plans were
rejected by the state because they
called for the carpet to be striped
which the state does not normally
allow.
Also, the carpet chosen is
manufactured by only one mill
located in Georgia at this time. State
procurement agent Wayne Fenton
cited this as a reason for denying the

plans because it would limit the
number of bids on the project to one.
"1 support the findings of the
consultant 100 percent but he was
not given the proper ground rules to
begin with," Fenton said.
On March 25, Koland met with
Fenton to see if something could be
worked out.
According to McGinley, who
was at the meeting, Fenton rejected
the plans and said the dormitories
would get standard state
specification carpet that would be
bid on by a large number of contractors.
"Things are back on track
now," Koland said, "but the carpet
probably won’t be as good now."
Campus administrators have
been hesitant to talk about what
Auxiliary Enterprises Director Bill
Schooler calls "the $97,000 misun-

derstanding."
Martin, the Student Services
dean who oversees the Housing
Office, has been available for
through
his
only
comment
secretary.
On March 24, Koland said the
carpet was out to bid and everything
was moving smoothly. However,
several days earlier the state
procurement office had rejected the
plans.
Koland said that one reason for
the delay in getting plans drawn was
that he was unsure the funds would
be available.
The funds became available last
July. Koland, however, was setting
dormitory rates (which included the
$55 increase in dorm rents designed
to raise funds for the project) back
in April.
see CARPETS page 10

SJSU profs favor malathion
to rid S.C. valley of medfly
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Black well

Entomology Prof. J. Gordon Edwards, a campus expert on
pesticides, who once ate DDT to prove its harmlessness, supports
the use of malathion to fight the medfly in the Santa Clara Valley.

by Ted Catanesi
While elsewhere in the county
people are objecting to the use of
fight
the
malathion
to
Mediterranean fruit fly, some SJSU
professors say the pest itself is more
threatening than the chemicals used
to combat it.
When asked what poses the
greatest threat, malathion or the
medfly, many SJSU professors said
the medfly is potentially more
devastating.
"It is the greatest biological
threat California has ever faced,"
said J. Gordon Edwards, professor
of entomology. "More than 200
different fruits and vegetables and
more than $4 billion are at stake.
"California has about 2.5 million
acres that are vulnerable if the
medfly spreads."
Edwards favors the use of
pesticides and once ate DDT to
prove its harmlessness.
According to entomology Prof.
William Ferguson, traps have been
set throughout the state and have not
produced evidence of medfly
spreading.
"But if we don’t stop it nere and
it spreads to the Central Valley,
we’ll be fighting it forever,"
Ferguson said.
"The medfly poses a more
severe environmental load than
malathion," said Prof. Ralph
Ballard. "Malathion is the lesser of
two evils."
According to Edwards, the
chemical breaks down and loses its
toxicity within one or two days.

According to Edwards, the issue
is being considered from a political,
rather than scientific, viewpoint.
"People are reacting horribly,"
Edwards said. "And they don’t know
about the research that has been
done. Ma lathion is the least
poisonous pesticide available."
Entomology Prof. Ron Stecker
agreed with Edwards, saying he

’It is the greatest
biological threat
California has faced’
resents the "politicians jumping into
this issue.
"What the hell do they know
about the subject?" he asked. "It’s
just another chance to keep their
names before the voters."
"Malathion’s danger has been
blown way out of proportion,"
Ballard said.
He said that the human body can
break down the chemical’s toxicity
quickly.
Edwards also blamed the media
for the public’s "panic state."
He said the media exaggerate
the negative effects of malathion.
"They report about negative
effects that are found during unfair
tests," Edwards said.
Edwards said that during
chemical toxicity tests, animals are
given the "maximum tolerated
dose" of a given chemical. He said
this dose falls just short of killing the
animal. The results that come from

Legality, constitutionality being challenged

AR initiative still faces many tests
by Greg Robertson
Althugh the Automatic Funding Initiative
was approved overwhelmingly by students in
this week’s A.S. election, the initiative has just
begun its struggle to become reality.
There are a lot of ifs and maybes still involved, and there are still four groups that have
some control over the destiny of the initiative.
The A.S. board of directors, the A.S.
judiciary, the CSUC board of trustees and the
SJSU administration all stand in the way of the
AFI.
These four groups are "unrelated and unconnected," according to the initiative’s author,
Bruce Alderman. "But each one is involved at
some stage."
The A.S. budget committee, which has been
hearing budget requests for three weeks, will
have to cut an additional $125,000 from the
requests in order to abide by the initiative.
The initiative calls for $2.50 of each student’s
fees to be allocated to certain programs. These
include $1 to the Music Department, 50 cents to
the Spartan Daily and 25 cents each to the
Drama Department, Radio-TV news center,
KSJS and the S.U. Gallery.

However, the new budget, due May 1, will
apply only if the initiative is declared constitutional. A.S. President Mike Medina and
Controller Tom Fil have already filed a formal
challenge against the initiative.
The A.S. judiciary must now make a ruling
on the challenge. There is no set time for their
meeting, but they must decide before the May 1
budget deadline.
The judiciary will rule whether the initiative
is either binding or advisory. If they rule the
initiative as unconstitutional, it then becomes
"only an advisory measure," Alderman said.
"We feel we have a mandate from the
students to implem.nt the idea," he said.
The initiative can also be challenged in Long
Beach before the CSUC board of trustees. The
trustees will judge its constitutionality based on
Title V of the state education code,
The final say in the life of the initiative is the
SJSU administration. President Gail Fullerton
can kill the AFI by vetoing the budget the board
of directors draws up, or by refusing to comply
with the waiver stipulation in the bill.
According to the initiative, students can sign
a waiver saying they don’t want part of their
funds to go to AFI programs. The initiative

didn’t specify how the waiver would be instituted.
According to Alderman, he did this to avoid
being "painted into a box and having people not
vote for the initiative on a technicality."
Following a challenge to either the AS.
judiciary or the CSUC board of trustees, the
legality of the initiative culd be taken to Superior
Court.
If at Some stage the initiative is struck down,
Alderman said he is planning to make it a constitutional amendment instead of an initiative.
A constitutional amendment would require a
two-thirds vote to pass and would require that 10
percent of the student body sign a petition to call
for a special election.
Alderman said he thought this possible,
citing the 72 percent of the vote the initiative
received.
Alderman also said he obtained more than
700 signatures in two days to put the initiative on
the ballot and the approximately 2,400 needed for
an amendment would not be hard to get.
Alderman said, if the intiative is ruled unconstitutional and becomes only an advisory
measure, he has the option of a recall election if
the representatives don’t implement the idea.

tests like that are inaccurate, he
added.
Edwards said scientific
research has not found malathion to
be carcinogenic.
He said the major proven adverse affect of malathion is a
lowering of the cholinesterase level
in humans. Cholinesterase is an
enzyme necessary for transmitting
nerve impulses.
But, according to Edwards, there
is a threshold level when malathion
starts to affect the cholinesterase
level.
"You could eat 16 milligrams
every day without lowering your
cholinesterase level," he said. "The
threshold is when you eat 24
milligrams each day."
In fact, the amount proposed for
spraying would not reach the

threshold level, he said.
If malathion is sprayed aerially,
it would be applied in six applications of 2.4 onces per acre.
According to Edwards, this
equals 1.6 milligrams per square
foot.
"Homeowners use about two
pounds per acre on their gardens
each year," Edwards said.
Edwards said high levels of
malathion can cause eye irritation
and even kill. But, he added, the
amount of malathion needed to
produce these effects is much more
than would be sprayed.
Edwards also said that DDVP,
the chemical used in flea collars and
no-pest strips, is 25 times more toxic
than malathion.
see MEDF’LY page 10

1 5 stolen fire extinguishers
prompt anti -vandalism effort
by Barbara Wyman
"No trespassing" signs may be placed in the 10th Street garage as the
result of a rash of vandalism which has been going on there for two or three
weeks.
The university police last week asked the chancellor’s office to research
the legality of the signs.
The vandalism, according to university traffic manager Ed Nemetz
involved 15 of the 35 fire extinguishers in the garage.
Those extinguishers, he said were "stolen, discarded or chucked over
the side" of some of the six levels.
The university has ordered new extinguishers at a cost of almost $400.
Each extinguisher, Nemetz explained, costs about $25.
The police have already taken steps to curb the vandalism by increasing
the frequency of garage patrols.
"You have to think of the garage as six square blocks stacked on top of
each other," Nemetz said. "That’s a lot of area to cover."
The increased patrol, he said, would be of no significant cost to the
university.
Jerry Warmsley, 10th Street garage supervisor and maintenance man,
has spent the last few days relocating fire extinguisher boxes.
"We’re trying to move them inward to where they’ll be more easily
noticed," Warmsley said. The extinguishers are now located toward the
perimeter of the garage.

The police have already taken steps to
curb the vandalism by increasing garage patrols
fhe vandalism, Warmsley explainod, is occurring after the garage is
closed. The fourth through sixth floors uf the garage close at 6 p.m. and the
other floors close at 10 p.m.
Nemetz said there have been no incidents of vandalism in the Seventh
Street garage.
He attributed this to the fact that the Seventh Street garage is more
heavily used by dorm students, stays open 24 hours and is equipped with a
heavier model of fire extinguisher, each weighing 15 pounds.
The heavier extinguishers, Nemetz said, are not as easily handled.
The new extinguishers for the 10th Street garage will be the same size as
the ones they replaced. The cabinets now in the building will not accomodate
the larger model, Nemetz said.
"If we continue to have this problem we’ll have to order the larger ones"
as well as new cabinets, Nemetz said.
Should the "no trespassing signs be found not feasible for some reason."
Nemetz said, "the only thing we can do is hope the increased patrol will solve
the problem."
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Athletes were victims in Reagan shooting
Tim Truax
staff Writer

tv.,,re than one tragic event occurred on Monday.
Someone attempted to assassinate the President of
the United States, and while millions of Americans
ere glued to their television sets awaiting the latest
word about Ronald Reagan’s condition, the two best
college basketball teams in the country were forced to
t ;4: e i back seat in a game that many people would not
have had them play.
t s riters and columnists from all across the country have brought
C ,’!
:: e Athletic Association to task for its decision to go
ad alai may the game despite the grave nature of the day’s proceedings.
l’he NCAA had excused itself because the president was out of surgery and
c. s his physicians were concerned.
Isul
1 wasn’t the only one shot in the assassination attempt.
ess Secretary James Brady is still critically injured from a shot to his
! "1/4 os’ ’ n gt: tvliceman and Secret Service agent were also wounded.
s condit, 1 was still in doubt until much after the
I
t the people upset about the decison to play the game
It ,.r et i ins as well as the president.
, the fact that the fine young basketball
: a rolina arid Indiana teams were neglected. These men
tto
the decision to play. They were told the game would be played

411k

and they played it. Period.
To see the sports writers and other columnists reporting from
Philadelphia that they didn’t even watch the game is upsetting.
These players had liven working hard at their sport since early last fall;
they had worked their way through more than 30 games. And they won their
last few games amidst national media coverage and the accompanying
hoopla.
Then after the shooting on Monday, there were forced to play out of the
spotlight and much to the chagrin of their fellow citizens. The players are the
real victims of playing the game.
Like many other Americans who must continue to do their jobs in the
face of adversity, these athletes were taught the show biz adage, "the show
must go on."
Perhaps the television coverage of the game was one of the deciding
factors in the NCAA’s mandate. Maybe the organizers of the tournament felt
they would lose nioney if they postponed the game. Maybe there was some
greed involved.
Whether there was greed is immaterial, though. The players should not
have been punished for it. They should have been shown the same amount of
respert it the concerned citizens and worried sportswriters as the president
was.
Before the shooting, many of the same citizens and sports writers
probably held the NCAA final four in higher esteem than the president.
And the NCAA’s reasoning is not totally without basis. The president
was in very stable condition. We were told that he had been joking with his

wife and doctors.
One network even reported that Reagan has said, "All in all, I’d rather
be in Philadelphia," in reference to the NCAA finals. One can’t help but think
Reagan waled the game to be played.
Despite this, it would have been advisable to postpone the game for a
day or two. The Academy Awards were postponed until Tuesday night.
A day of recovery might have allowed the people who were so upset a
chance to calm down and enjoy an excellent game.
It is just too bad that when the 10 starting players took the floor after a

The players had no say in the decision to play;
they were told the game would be played
minute of silence for the president, the network cut away to a report in which
nothing new was learned about anyone’s condition. When the coverage
returned to the game, North Carolina was already up by two. If NBC didn’t
want to cover the game properly, it should have postponed it.
But because it wasn’t, the players have become the object of mass
criticism.
They don’t deserve it.

Finr:tion board should count
ballots for A.S. offices first
,e long wait all of us on
’ to
through for
11 I
lit’ wt., ridiculous and
itould have been avoided if the
election la .ird had used a little
onircon sense
tie
,; t year’s election
an.1 morniiii. !lama was the
’at’ Sttilect< ballot, and the

Rich de Give
Staff Writer

iii" bali, , ,,ciisted of four
pieces of paper: one each for the
executive offices, directorships,
referendums and initiatives, and the
revenue-sharing measure.
A 5: ;
: ;;i1 is eat
the
.1
,
tiei,..et 1/4m, ,antp1/41-,
Everybody
’sainted to know who it was going to
But the board decided to count
’tie revenue-sharing nieasure ballots
first

first.
Although Campus Crusade for
Christ, of which I am a member,
received $64 as a result of the vote, I
really could have waited until

Everyone wants to know
who the A.S. president
is going to be

t, .4 each ,;roup
dig huw titan)
received was the most time(,esaming tally of the night.
,
The presidential race had more
impact on students than the
cbitting measure, and those

morning to hear the news.
I waited up until almost 5 am. to
hear the result before I finally fell
asleep.
Elections results were not anciunced on KSJS until 9:30 a.m.

Wednesday, and were unavailable to
the press and students until that
time.
A possible solution could be to
use the same procedure that is used
by many professors.
Each voter could have been
given a Scan-Tron sheet and asked
to indicate which candidate he
wanted to vote for by marking in a
circle for him I la for Robinson, lb
for Rebecca Gra veline
The sheets then could have been
taken to a computer I’m sure that
there are a few around here land run
through, thus enabling the results to
be made public quick enough to
make the next day’s Spartan Daily,
and letting the students involved in
the election get some sleep.
There were students involved
with the election to anticipate the
problems and come ill) with
solutions similar to the earliermentioiied one.
However, the election hoard, in
its infinite wisdom, gave us the four
sheets of paper to vote on.
Student enters can only hope
that thing., II hc h-tter
I year

letters

Daily Policy
trt;q1
icaterial
or
tap

,c: be submitted to the

All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.

tile

yiniOn

intent of the Spartan
. I
c. ’ft
variety of viewpoints on issues af-

I

/V5,

fecting the university comniunity.
Comments,
columns
and
editorials will discuss local, state,
national and international affairs.

No remorse
for president

Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opiniiri, slum:
css
the views of the writer or
organization and will anpear with a
bylii,::
cording!)

Editor:
My social conscience prompts
feelings of outrage at the attempt
made to gun down the president.
This same social conscience
ilows no remorse and certainly no
verence for a profit -serving

opunues or news al.,

policies will ensure living deaths
for millions of poor, elderly and
oirtcd poop!
Pat A. Watkins
Economics

FtEC.TION
77\BUL,f\T1’

!Inn’s link rArrlaq

with gun owners
Editor:
After reading Jeff Davis’ article
on U.S. crime, I was disgusted to see
how narrow-minded his views were.
I couldn’t imagine how he
automatically linked violent crimes
with handgun owners.
There was nothing in Mr. Davis’
article that mentioned the fact that
many crimes are committed without
guns, and with and without weapons
such as clubs, knives, bottles,
electrical wire and automobiles, to
name a few.
Mr. Davis also fails to mention
that New York State has had the
toughest gun control laws in the
nation since 1911. It is somewhat
ironic that New York led the nation
in violent crimes.
According to an article in the
Jan. 4, 1981 issue of the N.Y. Times,
"99 percent of every 100 persons
arrested on felony charges in New
York City never go to prison, and
more than 80 percent are not even
prosecuted as felons."

,
WE NE t’)

FIAIGE R5 AND 7OE5

One can plainly see that more
handgun control isn’t going to help
the victimized citizen a damn bit; all
it will do is give the hard core
criminals one less thing to worry
about when they break into your
home and take your belongings and
do harm to you and your family.
’hit more
Do you ,:ctually
gun control laws will protect us front
the two- and three-time convicted
losers (who have been roaming
convicted literal!) id rape, robbery

and assault) who are out roaming in
the streets awaiting a retrial, out on
probation due to the overcrowded
jails, paroled or out on bail?
I don’t think more gun control is
the solution, I think that our "justice
system" is too lenient on criminals
by giving them too many rights.
Terrence Lee
Engineering
junior

ime to vote
on gun control
Editor:
Now would be an appropriate
time for a fact-filled article on how
either a committee, or an individual
:: du proceed to get the gun control
question on the ballot. I’m sure our
political professors would be willing
to contribute.
Now is the time for Americans
to take their fate in their hands and
do what legislators are apparently
powerless to do: Vote, without
pressure from lobbyists like the
National Rifle Association, either
for or against gun control.
This country was supposedly
based upon majority rule. Let the
majority speak up and regain some
control over its life or deaths.
Debbi Herath
Advertising
junior

Limits on guns
not the solution
Editor:
I disagree with Jeff Davis in his
article supporting gun control. Like
many other people, I live with a
certain amount of fear that someone
may commit a violent act against
me or someone I care about.
However, I don’t think that limiting
public access to handguns will solve
the problem; the criminals who
want guns will get them through the
black market easily enough.
A better deterrant to violent
crime would be swift, severe
punishment for the offenders. I
the death penalty for
convicted murderers and very long
jail sentences for those convicted of
other serious crimes, especially if
committed with a weapon. We

should stop endless appeals and
temporary insanity copouts.
I don’t believe that innocent
people should have to suffer for the
rights of others. The way to slow
down and possibly reverse the rising
crime rate is to insure that those
who commit these acts are not easily
able to do it again.
I applaud the efforts of the
police to protect the citizens of this
country and catch those who commit
crimes against others, but they
cannot be everywhere at once.
Rather than depend on the police for
round-the-clock protection, I believe
it is my right to have, and if
necessary, to use a gun as the surest
method to protect myself. This
doesn’t mean that! don’t try to avoid
a self-defense situation through
locks and other common sense
measures, but I realize that
sometimes these are not enough to
deter a potential attacker.
Sonja Peterson
Business
junior

Stereo buyers
need knowledge
Editor:
In reference to your article
"Stereo shoppers must study to
save," where did you find your
expert, in a Journalism 60A class?
I really encourage a little more
knowledge on this subject. Your
writer indicates to shop around, he
uses the plural form. After 815 worth
of gas comparing and listening you
save $20 from the other store. 85 for
multiple hours of searching and
driving.
As far as mail order goes, when
you receive the item you better pray
it isn’t defective. Now, when he
writes about meters in tape decks,
does he mean florescan and Vu
meter or a florescent VU. If it is the
latter there is no such meter.
If you want to know the best way
to buy stereo, find the product you
like that has a name, and indicate
you are a serious buyer Believe me
they’ll give you the best price
possible. I know you are wondering
about my credentials. I have been
affiliated with a stereo store for five
years. He’s right about one thing, it
takes youi time.
Stan Fujioka
Business
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A.S. funds African Student Union

by Jeffrey R. smith
After prolonged debate
Wednesday, two African
student groups received
A.S. funds which the A.S.
board of directors was
initially reluctant to
provide because of oversights the groups had
committed.
The African Student
Union received $2,272 to
underwrite an African
student conference April 10
to 12.
The Pan-African
Student Union, a separate
group, received $101 to pay
for an advertisement in the
Spartan Daily for which the
group had not submitted a
purchase order.
The board also
provided $1,300 for the
construction of two lighted
bulletin boards on the main
floor of the Student Union.
It also allocated $510 to the
San Jose State Lions soccer
team, $400 to the Spanish
Theatre and $250 to Chi
Epsilon, a club offering
free tutoring to engineering
students.
When the African
Student Union received
A.S. budget funds for its
programs this year, including African History
Month, it estimated that
the costs of the student
conference would total
$2,500 and it would produce
the same amount in income.
Therefore, the group
was not allocated any
money for the conference
at the time. However,
group representative
Antonio McDaniel told the
board that the organization
had no money to pay for the
conference and that the
income would only be
realized later.
He said it was his
understanding that the
group had already received
funds in the form of an
underwrite and it wouldn’t
have to pay for the con-

1, with three abstentions, to
approve the underwrite,
board member Nancy
McFadden said the African
Student Union had put the
board "pretty much in a
bind" on the issue.
"We don’t want to see
that conference fail, but
this type of things has
happened too much," she
said. "It was a pretty
stupid mistake to think that
you didn’t have to pay the
bills beforehand."
The board had to waive
a
budget
stipulation
prohibiting funding of
reimbursements in order to
pay for the Pan-African
Student Union’s ad in the
Spartan Daily.
AS. Controller Tom Fil
said the group ran the
advertisement without
filling out a purchase order
to pay for it with A.S.
funds.
"There’s no excuse for
not knowing how to
photo by Carl Jeco
Daryl Poe asked the A.S. board to give the Pan- requisition funds," Fil
said.
African Student Union a reimbursement.
Board member Jim
Rowen said last year’s A.S.
ference beforehand.
group had been more council refused to waive
"If we don’t get the familiar with AS. funding the same stipulation to pay
underwrite, it’s like putting procedures.
for an ad which was run by
the rope around the
"We’re not happy with the A.S. election board.
program’s neck."
groups that don’t take time
However, Fil said that
Last year, a similar to find out how these things ad was paid for by this
conference was held at San work," Tate said. "I don’t year’s AS. board.
Diego State University. prefer to fund anybody in
At first, the board
This year’s conference will the past tense."
voted 4-3 with five abconsider problems facing
McDaniel said he stentions to waive the
blacks including "massive noticed "an atmosphere of stipulation, which required
starvation" in Africa, a distrust" toward his a two-thirds vote to
lack of job opportunities for organization on the part of overrule.
black college graduates A.S.
After this vote, board
and the recent killing in
"When you expressed member Ran Jan Charan
Atlanta.
concern about our handling asked, "Will the Spartan
McDaniel said 20,000 the conference and when Daily sue the Pan-African
flyers publicizing the you wanted the fees in Student Union or A.S.?"
conference had been advance, I thought you had
"If you don’t pay them,
passed out all over something against our they won’t get paid," group
California and that can- organization," he said.
representative Daryl Poe
A.S. business ad- said.
cellation of the conference
would be "a big em- ministrator Jean Lenart
Poe also made a dire
barrassment" for SJSU.
said there was no distrust prediction about the future
Board
member involved but that the funds of the Pan-African Student
Charles Tate said the given to the group simply Union if the ad was not paid
misunderstanding would had to be accounted for.
for.
not have occurred if the
After the board voted 8"The organization will

Social workers needed in
Spanish-speaking community
by Stephanie Villegas
’’Our mission is to
provide the community
with social workers that
can deal effectively with
emphasis in the Spanish-
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speaking community,"
said Connie Vega, graduate
assistant from the School of
Social Work.
In a search for college
seniors to join the mission,
the School of Social Work
and Student Coalition are
sponsoring an open house
on Saturday.
A panel discussion will
focus on the master’s of
social work program with
concentration
in
administration, community
organization, social work
with individuals, families
and groups or research and
evaluation.
An
administration
concentration is a program
for people interested in the
administration of social
service agencies, including
directing or managing
agencies.
Community organization emphasizes planning
around the emerging needs

of the community, according to Howard Winant,
lecturer and social work
administrator.
Social work with individuals, families and
groups concentrates on
working directly with
people on an individual
level.
According to Winant, a
concentration in this field
includes counseling and an
attempt to solve social
problems. It is a technique
to help people identify
problems they may have at
family, individual or small
group levels.
Research and evaluation are concerned with
identifying and studying
problems facing communities and people in the social
service area. Such issues
include health, housing and
education.
It is important that
Chicano
students,

especially
graduating
seniors,
realize
how
essential the school is in
carrying out the mission to
train social workers with a
clear emphasis in the
Spanish-speaking community, Winant said.
A panel discussion will
be held at Sweeney Hall
(formerly the Education
Building), room 100, from 2
to 3 p.m. Saturday.
Following
the
discussion, the School of
Social Work Building, 315
S. Ninth St., will host an
open house until 5 p.m.
The program will close
with a Mexican dinner and
entertainment by Conjunto
Unidad, a Mexican band
whose songs address
political issues affecting
the Mexican population,
Vega said.
Social workers are
advocates and activists
according to Vega.

die," he said. ’’It will never
get on the road toward
being
a
permanent
organization on campus."
"They’ve spent a lot of
money the right way,"
board member Bill Santi
said of the group. "It was
an oversight and we
shouldn’t punish groups we
fund because of an oversight."
The board then
reconsidered the question
and voted 10-1 to waive the
stipulation and reimburse
the group for the ad.
In other business, the
construction of two lighted,
glass -enclosed bulletin
boards which would
publicize campus clubs in
the hopes of increasing
membership and participation was funded by
the board.
The boards will be
located in the Student
Union where two paperedover windows looking into
the bookstore now are. The

boards will be owned by
AS., which will have sole
responsibility for removing
them if they are not kept up
properly.
Of the $510 the board
allocated to the SJSU Lions
soccer team, $310 was for
jerseys and $200 was for
league fees.
Fil said the group had
come before the special
allocations committee last
semester as the "Iranian
Students Association" and
been denied funding.
In response to a
question
from
board
member Diane Varouchakis, team representative
Jamsheed Hayatghaib said
there are no longer any
non-students on the team.
The board also funded
Spanish Theatre $400 to
build sets and print
programs and allocated
$250 to Chi Epsilon for
speakers and hospitality
expenses.

COMPLETE SELECTION OF CURRENT TITLES
Beet Selction of Science Fiction in South Ray
BARGAINS BY THE IRA ON OUR SALE TABL
The County’s Big Bookstore

BOOKS inc.
420 TOWN & COUNTRY N. [LIMA:
Open eves & weekend. 243-6282
Steven, Creek et Winchester Illvd

ACCREDITED MEDICAL SCHOOL
NON-RESTRICTIVE ADMISSIONS
Many graduates already licensed in the United States. School is
W.H.O. listed Approved for Federal loans. Modern facilities.
Reasonable tuition. 3 e /4 mo medical program. H.S. grads may
apply for 2 semester priemed program with riled school admission
guaranteed. The mature applicant is welcome. Call 18091688-4516
Or write.

CENTRAL RECRUITING OFFICE

DOMINICAN UNIVERSITIES OF MEDICINE
Conde 202.3 Edificio Dies Of Tina 506
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
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RING WEEK
GOLD PRICES DOWN GOLD PRICES
DOWN GOLD PRICES DOWN GOLD

GREEK WEEK
FRIDAY

GAMES
9am - 12 noon
Games Area
Student Union
FREE

APRIL 3RD

TGIF
SOFTBALL GAME
2pm - 4pm
South Campus
FREE

$20 OFF
GOLD RINGS

Order now for biggest
savings of the year....
Order now for graduation

EEK BALL
Women s

Semi-formal
$3.00 admission
Student Union Ballroom
Band: Chaser
9pm - lam

,00nsored by Associated Shrd,,t,

Men’s

April 640
10am 6 pm
520 deposit required, C.O.D.
Master Charge, Viso accepted.

1151partan
Bookstore
San Jousi State University
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Robin Widger (center) and Renee Ushieome cheer on their Delta Zeta sister Suzanne Jewherst at the toga party’s chugging contest.

Wild week for Greeks

photo by Bill Andrews

Delta Zeta’s Arline Rodriguez dances
up a storm

photo by Steve Maddx

Rich Ahrens (left) Tom Hevey and Dave Turetzky give it their all at the chariot races.

A high stepping sorority chorus line was the finale to the talent show’s last .t,

Text by Erie Strahl
Greeks from 16 fraternities and
sororities took to the stage at Morris Daily
Auditorium, watched "Animal House,"
dressed in togas and rode chariots around
the ROTC field in celebration of this
week’s Greek Week at SJSU.
After a Tuesday barbecue on campus,
about 350 Greeks packed Morris Dailey
Auditorium at night for a talent show. A
’50s-theme act by Kappa Delta sorority
and Delta Sigma Phi and Phi Delta Theta
fraternities won the event.
Alpha Phi sorority and Sigma Nu
fraternity teamed up for second place with
their "Bon Voyage" act and Delta Zeta
sorority and Sigma Chi fraternity took
third with a cowboy-theme performance.
Greek Week chairman Mike Howell
and Talent Show coordinator Craig
Owyang emceed the hour and one half
show. Most of the acts contained songs
from commercials by Budweiser beer, one
of Greek Week’s sponsors.
The Greeks then dressed in bedsheets
for a toga party Wednesday night at Theta
Chi fraternity, after which they paraded
back to Morris Daily Auditorium to watch
the movie "Animal House," Hollywood’s
spoof on fraternity life.
Kappa Sigma fraternity won Thursday’s chariot races at the ROTC field.
Fraternities from 15 houses competed
in the event. Some dressed in the same
togas they wore the night before.
The band "Chaser" will play at the
Greek Ball tonight in the Upper Pad of the
Student Union. Admission is $3.

photo by Bill Andrews
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(Above) Mud wrestler Mischievous Michele is restrained between rounds
by a referee during her middleweight contest. (Right) Luscious n’ Lightnin’
Lizzie and the Black Widow grope and grapple through their portion of the
show.

Sport is reminiscent of old burlesque shows
Mud wrestling attracts interest
and fans every week in San Jose
by Jeff Davis
What’s bawdy, boisterous, bizarre and takes
place in a deflated water
bed full of theatrical mud?
It’s female mud
wrestling and it happens
every Monday night at the
Saddle Rack in San Jose.
At the beginning of
each week this ordinary
country and western bar

performers, their names,
ages, astrological signs I of
course), brief life histories
are then revealed to the
anxious crowd.
Then the night’s
contestants, Hot and Heavy
Hollie, Bush-Wa Baby,
Sweet and Sour Sheryl,
Mischievous Michele, The
Black Widow and Luscious
n’ Ligntnin’ Lizzie dance

torn,, down the mechanicall

bull, puts up a plastic
tarpoulin and plays host to
what the master of
the
ceremonies calls
fastest growing women’s
sport in America."
A Bay Area touring
group, "The Sweet Lil’
Mud Pies" take their
wrestling show from Lake
Tahoe to San Jose, playing
before packed night clubs
at every stop.
Its
a
spectacle
reminiscent of the old
burlesque shows prevalent
in vaudeville days.
Like burlesque, there’s
a master of ceremonies on
hand to keep the carnivallike atmosphere at a fever
pitch. He struts around the
arena, prodding the
audience with sexual innuendo and sarcastic
conversation.
There’s the spotlight
roaming through the
crowd, searching for an
embarrassed housewife on
her first night out or an
equally embarrassed
businessman wiping mud
off his three-piece suit.
There is the audience
itself, forever screaming
catcalls, wolf whistling
and pouring down the
alcohol in a frenetic effort
to have a good time.
And then there are the
Mud Pies, six office
workers by day - but six
glistening,
mud -caked
wrestlers by night.
The show begins with
an introduction of the

third match when the
master of ceremonies
introduced Luscious n’
Lightnin’ Lizzie as a native
San Josean, the match was
all but over for The Black
Widow.
With the highly partiThe middleweights are
somewhat more aggressive san crowd backing their
than their Lighter comrades native daughter all the
and it’s all the referees can way, Lizzie took two out of
do to keep them inside the three rounds ending it with
a "radiator clamp" which
left the audience cheering
for more.
And more is just what
they got - the evening’s
topper comes after the
three weight-class matches.
waterbed ring.
of
master
The
Twice the refs had to ceremonies conducts an
stop the contest when auction to see which lucky
illegal holds were being gentleman from the
used.
audience will go three
The match ended when rounds in the mud with not
Michele lifted Sheryl in a one but two Mud Pies.
"semi -helicopter" and
After a bid of $60
pinned her for the full count fronted by a group of pushy
of three.
friends, a reluctant face in
At the beginning of the the crowd named Carlos,

bathing suits worn by the
lady wrestlers, the second
match between Sweet and
Sheryl
and
Sour
Michele
Mischievous
begins.

Lizzie took two out of three,
ending with a radiator clamp
around the arena supplying
good-natured kisses for tips
from admiring onlookers.
With the opening
rituals now completed, the
competition is about to
begin.
The night’s first match
between lightweights Hot
and Heavy Hollie and
Bush-Wa Baby starts with
a roar of delight from the
crowd.
The two women flip
and flop through 24 gallons
of theatrical mud for three
three-minute rounds.
Theatrical mud is used
because it’s easily washed
off and doesn’t stain
clothing like real mud.
It’s a good thing the
artificial mud is used
because approximately
half the 24 gallons ends up
outside the ring on the
audience.
The
first
match
climaxes with Hollie
pinning Bush-Wa in a
"flying missionary position
hold," after the pair had
wrestled through the
previous two rounds with
one pin apiece.
After "the splash
down" when our master of
ceremonies personally
helps clean clinging mud
off the skin-tight, one-piece

photo by MIMI Sot

Saddle Rack patrons bid for a chance to go three rounds with a pair of female mud wrestlers.
holds and a tether around
the ankles to even up his
strength advantage.
Given the wrestling
name
"Carlos
Come
Quickly" by a comically
hysterical crowd, he’s
lifted into the ring and
immediately begins

who admits to have consumed large amounts of
Black Russians, comes out
of the auction with the
privilege of wrestling.
Mud wrestling referees
supply him with swim
trunks, boxing gloves to
prevent possible illegal

grappling with the ladies.
The trio wrestles, flips,
jumps and rolls, all while
Carlos desperately tries to
remove the gloves so he
can try a few illegal holds
of his own.
In the finale, an
exhausted Carlos wins the

match one pin to none and
falls face first into the mud,
before being dragged out of
the ring by his feet.
It might not be the
symphony, but for a night
of laughter and smiles,
female mud wrestling is
goo, if not clean, fun.

Artist profits from the challenge of water color

SJSU grad paints his path to success
by Ted Catanesi
Surrounded by several
of his own paintings and
books of famous realists,
41 -year -old SJSU art
graduate Dennis Collins
works eight hours a day
five days a week in his 12by-14 foot studio.
"I’m a full-time
painter," Collins said, as
he was concentrating on his
current piece, a portrait of
another artist.
"This one’s going to be
traded for another artist’s
work," he said. "But if it
were on the open market, it
would sell for about

Collins works intently on a current water color piece, which will be traded
to another artist for her work.

$2,500."
Collins paints exclusively with watercolors
and uses a style called
photorealism.
from
work
"I
photographs," Collins said.
"It’s easier that way.
The light doesn’t change
and the model doesn’t have
to stay still for very long."
Collins’ interest in art
came at an early age.
When he was 13 years old,
Collins knew he would be
an artist.
"It was something I
was good at," he said.
"And it was what I enjoyed
doing the most
He said he still loves it,
claiming, "You have to if
you’re going to be an artist."
Collins said his interest
in watercolors began when
he was a student at SJSU.
He had no past experience
with them before then.
When asked what
moved him toward the
medium, Collins said "It
was the challenge."
"Watercolor is a very
difficult medium," he said.
"It you make a mistake,
you may as well throw the
piece away."
Collins recalled a time
when he was painting in his
backyard. The rain gutter
on his house collapsed and
spilled water all over his
painting.
’’But! blotted it a little,
then hit it with the blow
drier," he said. "It was
amazing how well it was
saved."

Collins said that
painting is very relaxing.
"It’s
almost
a
meditation," he said. "And
I lose all track of time."
But then there are
times when things don’t go
so well for him.
"Sure, I get angry
sometimes," Collins said.
"But when that happens, I
just put it down for a while
and come back later with a
differnt frame of mind."
Collins said that this is
indicative of most artists,
who have the same kind of
"love-hate" relationship
with their chosen vocation.
Collins said he usually
spends about one to two
months on each painting.
"It depends on the size
of the piece," he said.
His paintings vary in
size: some can be as large
as 4 by 5 feet. And his
asking prices can be as
high as $4,000.
When asked if he actually gets that much,
Collins said "certainly."
His favorite subjects
are friends. He says
painting his friends allows
him to put lots of emotion
into his work.
"With my friends as
subjects, I can go beyond
the photograph and put
some of their personality
into it," Collins said.
He is currently doing a
series on succulent plants.
Although he won’t
begin painting them until
he finished the portrait,
Collins’ next two works
have already been sold.

One of them, a large,
finely detailed cactus, has
been drawn in pencil and is
awaiting the finishing
touch.
Collins said he enjoys
listening to music while he

i

one of the association’s
duties is to raise funds for
the Art Department.
"Last year, we raised
$9,000 at an art auction we
sponsored in the Student
Union," he said. "The 150

9
"Trio for Nancy. Jean and Rick" by Collins.
paints - mostly classical,
but he likes "all kinds of
music."
He graduated with a
from the Art
B.A.
1973,
in
Department
received his M.A. in 1975
and his M.F.A. in 1978.
Collins, who has been
exhibiting work since 1969,
said he came to SJSU after
painting for five years.
"I felt school could
really help me," he said.
Although he left SJSU
in 1978, Collins is still affiliated with the Art
Department as president of
Art Alumni Association.
"It’s my baby," Collins
said about the association
he helped create last June,
which has about 200
members.
According to Collins,

pieces that were sold were
all work of members."
Collins said that some
of the works received bids
of several hundred dollars.
He also said that about
75 percent of the group’s
members are professional
artists with backgrounds ii.
graphic art, industrial
design and fine art.
"We have members
that show there work in
galleries from New York to
Los Angeles," Collins said.
"And many either work or
have shows in the Santa
Clara Valley."
Collins said it is very
hard to make a living just
selling art.
"I don’t know anyone
that supports himself
solely on his art," he said.
So Collins has taken

various art-related jobs in
the past, including director
at the Daybreak Institute
in Los Gatos from 1977 to
1978, instructor at the San
Jose Metropolitan Adult
Education in 1976, substitute instructor in SJSU’s
Art
Department and
teacher at the Daybreak
Institute in 1975.
"Eventually, I think
I’ll get into teaching,"
Collins said. "But right
now, my major concern is
for what I’m doing right
now."
Collins displays his
work professionally about
three times every other
year, saying he needs the
extra year to ready his
works.
His art has been
exhibited throughout the
state from San Diego to San
Francisco. It has brought
home many awards, including six first place
showings in 17 exhibitions
in which he has participated.
Collins recalled one
more incident that happened to a painting that
ended up winning second
place in one of the shows.
"A friend of mine
spilled wine on it, but I
worked the stain into the
piece by using it as part of
the shading," he said.
"None of the judges
noticed it either," he added.
When asked whether
he was nervous about it or
not. Collins said "I figured
I had my ass covered."
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Election board labors 13 hours,
counts nearly 10,000 A.S. ballots
by Stephanie Villegas
election,
made
their
for When the polls closed choices for the manyn issues
the Associated Students and candidates
election at 8:30 Tuesday different sheets.
night,
f
h the week-long furor
Last
year,
came many campus proximately1,534 tudeanPts
paigns came to an end. voted on the executive
For seven persons
slate’ board of directors
however, the night had just and
academic senate
This theyear, 1 000 more
begun,
The A.S. election board students voted. ’
had the task of counting the
"It took us a bit over an
more than 10,000 ballots hour to separate the ballots
that indicated te students from the revenue sheet,"
Varouchakis said.
preferences for t
In an effort to makeetthe
initiatives, two referew
he
u- vote
dums, revenue sharing,
n
tabulation easier,
codd
three executive office
ballots were color
board of directors rs 12d
containing the
an,
three academic senators
executive slate and the
Unlike the co
board of direct
and
puterized ballots used din- academic senate were
tA.S.he national elections the blue. The ballot containing
a
ballots were
hand
,
the two initiatives and two
tabulated
13 -hour referendums was white.
process.
The revenue sharing ballot
"We knew it was going was green.
to take long, but not as long ban"Just
ts
getting the
fis it took," said Diane
’
in a position we
Varouchakis,
electionn could phycially handle
board member,
them took a inajority of the
Each of the 2,510 time," Varouchakis said.
After unfolding and
students who voted in the

clung the ballots and minutes to tabulate each
segregating the green referendum
and
revntseenue sharing sheets, the initiative," Varouchakis
ballots were taken from the said.
On the board of
Student Programs and
Services to the S.U. directors and academic
senate ballot, the counting
Pacheco Room.
The first tabulation
ulation went fast, according to
started with
venue Varouchakis. There were
sharing. From a master 13 seats on the ballot, each
sheet of the 260 recognized seat taking approximately
clubs or organizations on 15 minutes to tally.
The executive slate
campus, three or four
election board members was the last to be
tallied which clubs otabulated.
"Traditionally, that’s
organizations
anizations
t
would
rrgewe the $2 of the $10 been the last thing to be
receive
announced," Varouchakis
A.S. fee.
In the meantime, the said.
"It was the consensus
rest of the election board
members
i
began to sort the of the election board to do it
blue sheets from the white this year and it helps keep
the momentum that has
sheets,
e were working as been building while
"W
fast as we were capable," campaigning."
Varouchakis said. "We
The members conwere an understaffed tinued to tabulate the
board doing the work of a ballots until the results
were finally posted at 10
full election board."
The tabulation of the a.m. Wednesday, outside
referendums
and the A.S. office by Penny
Terry, election board
initiatives were next.
"It took roughly 10 to 20 advisor.

Alcohol at Greek Ba’l
banned by Fullerton
by Nancy Gibson
Spartan Shops was
provide the beer
d
The Inter-Fraternity
andto
wine to be sold at the
Council had hoped to serve
beer and wine at its Greek dance.
However, according to
Ball tonight, but a
stipulation made by SJSU John Carrow, Spartan
stip
service
food
has
President Gail Fullerton Shops
manager, Spartan Shops
made it impossible.
has a license for the Pub
Fullerton required that only and cannot extend that
groups wishing to serve anywhere outside the Pub.
alcohol at events held in the
Spartan Shops can
Student Union have a one- serve
at a catered
anctwan
day Alcoholic Beverage; fn
in the Student
Control license.
Union if the liquor is not
However, according to being sold.
Fullerton’s added
John Kulbeth,
state
a supervisor
with the
condition made the motion
agency, con
student groups cannot get "meaningless"mact
said Robert
Martin, the dean of student
liquor licenses
because
many members are under services, because the
21 years old.
required one-day liquor
all a graduate group license cannot be obtained
or " n association of by student groups.
professors wanted the
Even if Spartan Shops
license they could get it," were able to cater the
said. "We would event, there would be
assume they know that problems with security
theyy cannot allow students because of the presence of
under 21 to consume students under 21 and
problems with liability,
alcohol."
according to Carrow.
The council had
tw
options, accordingtou
Student Union Director
Ron Barrett. It could serve
alcohol in either the S.U.
trip to Pasadena wasn’t Music Room or the Pub.It
easily raised and the hancl’ 1 opted for the latter because
members
u
themselves of problems obtaining a
ended
md p supplying most of license.
of the
the $16,000 needed
enth
T e were apparently
"We haven’t had any
niro
givene
no explanation for
crease in
IRA
university
iversity funding," and the decision.
inflation is takingits toll on
"We were following all
the money which is the regulations and there
allocated, Shevallard said.
shouldn’t have been any
problem," said Mike
Since the Alumni Howell, chairman
of Greek
Association is selectingi Week and member of
board members and setting Sigma Chi fraternity.
up new committees it is
"We were told we
unsure how much moneyy s couldn’t do it and I don’t
will give to the band.
know why," he added.
"But we are going to
Previously,groups
support’
it in some man- could not sell Liquor at
ner," Selover said. "It’s events held in the Student
the manner that hasn’t Union, according to
been decided."
Barrett.

"This is not the first
time such a policy change
sh:isd, been requested," he
c
"but the fraternity
council is the first group
that wanted to push for R"
The Pub will be serving

S

SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

received many calls over
the past few months from
alumni interested it:
making donations to the
band.
Many of the calls came
after the SJSU-Long Beach
State PCAA Championship
basketball game, when the
presence of the band was
m
sorely
missed,
elySelover
said.
called me and
aske.dTheY
what they story with
the band was."
The story was, the pep
band had no money to
travel to Anaheim, band
director Carl* Shevallard
said.
University bands
marching, symphony, wind

ensemble, concert and pep
are also requesting
$43,379 inIRA funds’ with
$37,379 going exclusively to
the marching band.

Some of the instruments are 25 years old
andthe band has had the
same uniforms for 10 or 12
years, he said.

Even if the band does
Most of the equipment
get the money, it will cover dates back to
before 1972,
only the tobare minimum was
when the marching band
needed
operate the
ended due to a lack of
bands, Shevallard said.
interest and the general
With the added Alumni uneasy feeling about anyAssociation backing, the thing remotely representbands plan to replace worn ing the military.
out equipment and beef p
its traveling expense ac11.
Brought back to life in
count, which won’t
1978, the band has enjoyed
d
e
r
e
v
o
c
e
b
increasing improvement
by the IRA funds.
and recognition, culminatpeople must ing
sa
in an invitation to the
unde7sithaan1d i
marching
band is a very expensive prestigious Rose Bowl Pathing to have," Shevallard rade last New Year’s Day.
said.
As usual, money for the
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Hunger
Awareness
Day
Wednesday April 8
Day of Fasting
8:00 Bible Study
12:00 Lenten Worship: Focus on Hunger
1:00 Bible Study
2:00, 4:00, 7:00 Films
Sponsored by:
Campus Christian Center
St. Paul’s Young Adult Ministry
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
Baptist Student Union
Residence Hall Community Council
FUNDED BY THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
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Band to get funds from alumni group
by Jeff Davis
The SJSU Marching
Band, without an official
source of funding since its
rebirth in 1978, will receive
regular funding from the
Alumni Association starting next year.
Until now, the band has
had to survive on leftovers
from
Instructionally
Related Activities (IRA ),
Spartan Shops, separate
alumni donations and
various other campus
organizations willing to
chip in.
"We’re very interested
in helping them," Alumni
Association Director Sheri
Selover said.
Selover said she has

beer and wine a’ happy
hour prices to participants
of the Greek Ball, which is
part of Greek Week. The
ball will be held in the S.U.
Ballroom from 9 to 1 a.m.
The band is "Chaser" and
admission is $3.

in SAN JOSE
1941 Tully
251-6678
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Which beer tasted better?

Did your choice surprise you?
Something like 2 out of 3 beer drinkers don’t pick their brand.
And that surprises thern.A lot of them pick Schlitz instead.
That doesn’t surprise us. Two years ago a master brewer, Frank
Sellinger, came to Schlitz. Today he is the Chief Executive Officer
and today’s Schlitz is the smoothest beer he’s ever brewed. Taste it
against yours.The results may surprise you.

An impossible question?
No. The answer is, the beer on the right tasted better. The suds are
the tipoff. The head lacing the glass on the right has what brewers
call -cling:. Its tendency to cling to the glass tells
you that the brewer didn’t skimp on the
hops.And that it tasted better.
Ever taste a beer with no "hop" to it?
Hops give a beer its zing. Too little hops
leaves a beer lifeless. Too much hops
makes a beer bite.
But choose a beer with the right
proportion of hops to barley malt, and
your beer will be lively and refreshing.
Yet, still go dovvn nice and smooth.

The best beer is tt
=mos

Does your beer have "ding?"
To check for -cling:. you need a glass that’s "beer clean:. (Never used
for milk or soft drinks, never washed in soapn
Pour your beer down the center of the glass to form a 3/4 inch
head. See if it leaves rings of foam as you drink. But don’t stop at the
"cling" test. Make this a full-fledged taste test.

Refreshing

Faintly
sweet

Full
bodied

Flat

Too
bitter

Watery

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Srnooth

Mellow

Mild

Full
flavored

Biting

Too
strong

Overly
carbonated

Bland

lk

*Note: "Beer-eleat." glasses should be washed ,elth detergent. Rinse several times in very hot
water. Air dry only aeper /1St’ a tOilYI.

numbers on each scale from 1 to 10
_.I.
Place
Beer #1 is

Can you recognize your beer by the taste?
Probably just 1 beer drinker in 3 can pick his beer
out of a group of three.You try. Pour your brand and
two other leading beersa Schlitz, Bud or a Miller
into identical glasses. Have a friend switch them
around.As you drink each beer, not only check it for
its "cling: but rate its taste characteristics from 1 to 10
on the flavor scale. Now comes the real test.
Tell your friend which beer is yours.

#2 is
1MBeer
Beer #3 is
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Spartans enter relays, sprints, hurdles, jumps

SJSU sends only 11 to Sun Devil Classic
by D

7wanimriat
photo by Ehll Andrews

Cleve Prince sprints out of the starting blocks in
the 400 -meter dash at the Martin Luther King
Games at Stanford on Saturday. Prince will run
in two relays tomorrow in the Sun Devil
Classic

by Tim Truax
The Spartan track
team has been whittled
down to a select few for the
road trip to Tempe, Ariz.
and the Sun Devil Classic
tomorrow.
Only four SJSU spikers
are officially entered in the
individual events to be held
at Arizona State University’s Sun Devil Stadium.
Two relay teams are also
entered.
SJSU assistant coach
Marshall Clark said that he
and head coach Ernie
Bullard are trying to enter
Urs Kamber in the 400meter dash and Bo Breigan
in the 800.
Kamber, a former
Olympian with the Swiss
team, is currently the
second ranked 400 runner
on the SJSU team with a
season best time of 47.5
seconds.
Kamber is also the
third ranked 400 man in the
PCAA ( before last

weekend I.
SJSU’s fastest 400
runner is Cleve Prince,
who set a season best 47.3
at the Martin Luther King
Freedom Games on
Saturday.
Prince will also be
going to Tempe tomorrow.
He is entered in the 400 and
mile relay events.
Prince is the No. 2 man
in the conference for the
400.
Prince and Kamber
will join Breigan and Virgil
Torrence on the mile relay
squad tomorrow Torrence
is replacing Burness
Brayboy, who helped the
team set a season best
3:09.74 at the King Games.
That is the third best time
in Spartan track history.
Breigan may also be
entered in the 800, where he
leads SJSU and the conference this season with a
1:49.6 timing.
Torrence is the
Spartans’ No. 1 sprinter,

and will also enter the 400
relay and the 100. He has
already qualified for the
NCAA’s with a leagueleading 20.6 in the 200.
Torrence also has the
top SJSU and PCAA time in
the 100, 10.4.
The 400 relay will start
off exactly the same as the
mile for the Spartans, with
Prince and Torrence
running the first two legs.
The event will be finished
by Dwayne Taylor and
Dwayne Green, who is
taking the place of Ken
Thomas.
Thomas was a member
of the 400 relay team that
set the PCAA best with a
40.6 timing. He is also
second in the conference in
the 100 at 10.5.
Besides the relays,
Torrence in the 100 and the
possibility of Kamber and
Breigan running, SJSU has
only one other entry on the
track.
Mike Hawthorne will
run the 110 high hurdles for
the Spartans. Hawthorne
has a season best of 14.0,
which earns him second in
the conference.
On the field, Craig
Roberts and Essodina
Atchade will be making
appearances for SJSU.
Roberts, the No. 2
triple jumper in the PCAA,
has a season best of 50-6.

Dwayne Green, who joins
Cleve Prince and Urs
Kamber on the 400 list.
The team’s trip to
Tempe was limited to only
a few entrants for two
reasons.
Because the meet is

Atchade, the leagueleader in the long jump,
will be looking to improve
on his season best of 24-8
1/2. He finished second on
at the King Games with a
24-7 1/2.
Track Notes
Felix Bohol. the
Spartans world-class pole
vaulter from Switzerland,
will not compete tomorrow
even though he was entered.
Bohol has been
sidelined for the past tmo
weeks due to a muscle
strain in his hamstring.
Bullard has said he thinks
Bohni will vault at the
Bruce Jenner Classic on
April 11-12.
Dan Harvey, the
Spartans’
premium
distance man holds the No.
1 spot in the conference in
both the 5,000 and 10,000.
Harvey
has
been
clocked at an NCAA
qualifying time of 28:56.0 in
the 10,000. He also has a
14:19.0 in the 5.000.
Harvey also places
fifth in the league in the
1,500, turning in a 3:50.8.
Other
Spartans
placing high on the PCAA
season bests list were Paul
Bishop (discus), Joel
Wyrick high jump, Tony
Zawinul (long jump), Will
Patterson ( 110 highs) and

NtorOot(’s

ORM
AMERICA.
A FUN PLACE
TO WORK .. .

Marriott’s GREAT AMERICA, the Bay Area’s
center for entertainment, currently has the
following seasonal opportunity:
ACCOUNTING CLERK
You should be able to operate a 10 key by
touch and have a knowledge of Accounts
Payable and Receivable. Previous experience is helpful but not required.
Marriott’s GREAT AMERICA offers competitive salaries and excellent recreational benefits. Ap
plicants please send resume to:
Personnel Dept., Marriott’s
GREAT AMERICA, 2401
Agnew Rd., Santa Clara,
95052 or call (408) 496-0141 to be
part of the GREAT AMERICA excitement.

photo by Steve Maddix

Mike Hawthorne, SJSU’s No. 1 hurdler, tops
an obstacle two weeks ago at South Campus.
Hawthorne set his season best time of 14.0

seconds. He will enter the 1 1 0 -meter highs
again tomorrow in the Sun Devil Classic.

So far this golf season, SJSU’s women’s golf team has
done little to distract from their fourth place finish in the
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
National Tournament last year.
The Spartans are 5-3 in dual meet action this year and
have finished among the top three teams in seven of the 10
tournaments they have participated in.
In their last outing, the Spartans finished second in
the Huskie Invitational held in Washington last week.
Leading the Spartans this year is all-america Juli
Simpson-Inkster.
The Spartans will travel to Sacramento Monday to
participate in the Sacramento State NorCal Tournament.

by Steve Relova
Editor

UC-Berkeley showed
the SJSU men’s tennis
team that they didn’t come
down to their south campus
tennis courts to fool around

by blanking them 9-0 on
April Fool’s Day.
"I know 9-0 sounds like
a crunch," SJSU’s men’s
tennis coach John Hubbel
said. "But the matches
were a lot closer than the

final score sounds."
the Bears’ NCAA runnerHubbel points to up team last year, were
Berkeley’s over-abundance their nationally ranked No.
of experience as the reason 2 man, freshman Mark
for the match’s titled final Wooldridge and two-time
score. He claims the only J.C. State champ John
two players that weren’t on Sevely, who played at their

Lady Spartans beaten twice
Dropping its Northern California Athletic Conference
to 2-7, the women’s tennis team lost matches to Cal StateNorthridge 5-4, and DC-Irvine 9-0.
The lady Spartans face Cal State-Fullerton at 2 p.m.
today in Fullerton and will return to San Jose tomorrow.
Against Northridge, the lady Spartans opened the
match by winning in the top two singles matches. Julie
Rose, the No. 1 singles player, edged Wendy Lutunann 6-4,
6-4, and No. 2 Holly Pederson beat Becky Glascock 6-4, 6-2.
But the Lady Spartans singles palyers lost the
remaining four matches and went into doubles competition needing all three doubles victories. They only
came up with two on the way to a 5-4 defeat.

Rose and Pederson combined to defeat Glascock and
Luhmann in No.1 doubles play and Polly Moore and Leslie
Jehning rolled over Holly Raynor and Debbie Crest 6-1,62 in No. 2 doubles.
In individual season categories, Rose has compiled a
6-7 record while Pederson is at 2-8 in the No. 2 spot. Diane
Bauer stands at 3-10, and Polly Moore is 7-6. Leslie
Jehning has a 5-8 record and freshman Jennifer Johnson
is 2-11. Jil Matthews round out the singles players with a 2I mark.
After the Fullerton match, the Lady Spartans will not
compete in league play until they visit the Santa Clara
University Broncos April 21.

SJSU judokas ready for nationals
by Tamar Sarkissian
Sporial to the

Dolly

SJSU judo coach Yosh
Uchida says his team will
do "fairly well" this year
at the National Colegiate
Championships at Ohio
State University, in
Columbus, Saturday.
In their 19th year of
competition, the SJSU
judokas have captured 18
consecutive titles. In 1980
they lost, for the first time,
to Cumberland College,
Kentucky.
"Last year was the
first time we didn’t do too
well," Uchida said. "Like
Brad Moss who was placed
in two divisions, open and
heavyweight, hurt his knee
and we had to withdraw
him."
"The coach told me
that they, the team
members, are depending
on me to take first place,"
said the 5-foot-11 inches 250
pound Moss. "We have to
win in every division or
else Cumberland will do it
again."
Rod Conduragis, 132
pounds, a transfer student
from Slippery Rock State
College, New York, is
looking forward to both the
tournament and the thrill
of seeing his parents who
will drive from New York
to Ohio to watch their son
compete.

"The biggest battle for
me now is losing weight,"
said Conduragis, who
already lost 15 pounds. "All
I am interested in now is
making weight to fight
Saturday," he added.
Last year’s first place
winner in the 143 pound
division, Mike Swain, will
compete in the 156 pound
division this year.
"I feel confident that
he should do well in the
division," Uchida said,
referring to the member of
the U.S. Olympic Team.
Another Olympian on
the Mexican team, Gerado
Padilla, who was unable to
compete last year because
of his training for the
Moscow Olympics will
possibly secure another
first place victory for the
SJSU team, according to
Uchida.
Uchida also hopes that
Edwardo Cerna, a member
of the Mexican National
team, can bring points for
the team in the 172 pound
division. Cerna has never
fought in this division
before.
In the 189 pound
division, Mike Caithamer
of Illinois will compete for
the team. Ca ithamer lost in
1980 hut said he is ready for
the title this year and
wants to "make coach
Uchida Proud of me."

Defending champion
Christine Penick will
compete in the women’s 150
pound division. Penick was
also the third place winner
in the World Championships held in New
York.
A first-time contestant,
Terrie Meyer, 123 pounds,
will also compete for the
women’s title in her weight
division. Meyer a white
rm
momervioli
I
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VALLI LU
ERWIN CLEANERS

belt, will gain a great deal
of experience from the
tournament, according to
Uchida

No. 5 spot.
"They put evrybody
out on us," Hubbel said.
"We played well. There
were seven tie-breakers in
the match. They were just
a little too good."
Hubbel claims the
team is playing close to it’s
potential. He feels it’s
progressing fairly well, but
inexperience seem to be its
worst shortcoming.
"Experience will take
us a little closer to that
little bridge, where we’ll go
from making it a close
match to winning," Hubbel
said.
Last Friday, against
Cal
State -Bakersfield,
despite having three
players out with sickness
or injuries, the Spartans
displayed good depth by
"I got this call from
No. 1 Rich Carlson about an
hour before the match, So it
was a kind of ’What do I do
now’ situation," Hubbel
explained. "I had to run out

Counselors Out of Work?

YOGONUT TREES
LIFT
SAGGING SPIRITS

A dramatic increase in student morale
has been directly linked to the reappearance
of the legendary Yogonut tree.
Campus psychologists are encouraged
by these findings, citing a marked drop in
cases of ’finals frenzy,’ da blues’ and
’careerum decisionum,’ commonly known as
what -am -l -going -to -do -with -the -rest -of my -life?
Commented one staff member, "It’s only
natural, since all the good things of the
Yogonut tree are packed into these
Yogonut’ bars" Students ore now packing
away Yogonut bors in record numbers.
Added another counselor, "I may not
be needed around here much longer, thanks
to the Yogonut bar. But thanks to the
Yogonut bar, I’m feeling pretty good about
it, too"
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Peirona’s Dry Dock
An
Beer & Wine

Sandwiches

Football
Pinball
Backgammon

Spaghetti
Lasagna
salad

AMP
Pro
Roc
P
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10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

oDE
Cali
SA,

LUNCH SPECIAL
Sandwich, Soup or
Salad, Softdrink
52.75
Mini Pizza & Drink

Netmen split against Berkeley, Bakersfield
ASSOPlak Sports
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Marriott’s
GREAT AMERICA
M/F/H/V

EOE

5-3 mark for golfers

r

invitational, only so mans
Spartans were qualified to
compete.
Second, the SJSU track
budget is much lower than
in previous years, and
flying the whole team is
extremely expensive.

in the dorms to find a guy to
play 6th for me."
Hubbel found No. 10
Steve La Mara, who was
still recovering from knee
surgery and a pulled back
muscle, to fill the empty
No. 6 spot.
"I was just looking for
someone to just stand out
there because I didn’t want
to default the match,"
Hubbel said.
"But Steve is very
competitive. Even though
he lost. He ran for every
ball. He played very well
for practicing only three
days."
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SUNDAY & MONDAY
SPAGHETTI FEAST
Spaghetti, Salad & Garlic Bread
All That You Can Eat
$3.50
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Shannon or Amsterdam. No restridions.
Starting May 14. web get you to Europe from
LA lust like the other airlines. But at a price that
isn’t considered grand theft.
With absolutely no restrictions. No advance
purchase. No minimum stay. No penalties.
Starting June 2. well offer 747 service,

and well have the only m -stop scheduled
service from LA to Shannon. You an slop -

over in Shannon on your way to or from
Amsterdam for free. And return from

either city.
Ask about our

10% discount to holders of
International Student 1.11 Card.

the

For reservarkins, c 800-7724694 Bay
Ares, 415-5774000(0, your !mei sigem. And
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Loss of Vikings to Division II weakens PCAA

Portland State situation a concern to Kerr
by Dave Meltzer
Special to thr Dad)
11

When Portland State
decided to drop all its
sports except baseball
from the Division I to the
Division II level, the story
gained little attention in
these parts.
But in the offices of
SJSU wrestling coach T.J.
Kerr, the ramifications of
that decision have become
a major concern.
One of the sports which
he Vickings dropped to
Division II was wrestling a team that just weeks
after the decision was
finalized finished 21st in the
nation.
The Vikings were also
members of the PCAA, for
wrestling only. In dropping
heir Division I status, the
Viking grapplers also
dropped their conference
affiliation.
This leaves the conference with five wrestling
teams, one short of the
NCAA limit of six teams
which allows conference
champions to qualify
automatically for the
nationals.
This would force the
conference, after a oneyear probationary period,
to either add a new conference member, or to

qualify its wrestlers to the
nationals through the
Western regionals.
Not only would that
make the PCAA team and
individual championships
almost meaningless, but it
would force the team peak
for two consecutive
tournaments before the
nationals. By the time the
nationals rolled around, the
wrestlers would be in
danger of burning out,
which is a sure-fire way to
quick elimination in the
NCAA’s.
When dropping its
program to Division H, the
Vikings had the option of
retaining one sport at the
Division I level. Athletic
director Roy Love decided,
due to economics, on
baseball.
"We felt that we could
field a competitive Division
I baseball team for a lot
less money than it would
cost us in wrestling," Love
said. "Going Division H in
wrestling, we could be a
national power, and our
wrestlers would still be
able to compete in the
Division! nationals.
"As a Division II team,
their wrestlers that qualify
for the nationals won’t get
their way paid by the
NCAA," Kerr noted. "

They also won’t be able to good conference , but right
score points in the now the big two 1 football
nationals. They’ll also have and basketball) are holding
a tougher time competing up a move."
with Oregon and Oregon
Finfrock, at least at the
State in recruiting."
moment, didn’t seem that
This past season the agreeable to his wrestling
Vikings qualified four team acting on its own, and
wrestlers to the Division I joining the conference.
nationals. If they were able This was how the conto do that next season, it ference affiliation with
would cost the university in Portland State started.
the range of $3,000 to send
Unlike Kerr, Finfrock
believes it easier to qualify
the wrestlers to the meet
Love is correct on his wrestlers out of the
main point, it would cost Western regionals than the
less to keep baseball PCAA tournament. Last
competitive at Division I season there were 21
than it would wrestling. As grapplers
qualifying
SJSU, competitive baseball through western regionals,
team is surviving on a while only 11 through the
budget of les than $10,000. PCAA.
The Spartan wrestlers,
On the other hand,
although much more this may change next
nationally
prominent, season. The PCAA ended
consume just over $40,000.
Even that is well-below
what most of the top 25
IF-PARTAN 101
schools spend.
Nevada-Las Vegas has
been mentioned as the
school the PCAA will attempt to woo to fill the gap
caused by the Vikings’
departure.
"I wouldn’t be opposed
to the move if our school
decides on it, " said Rebel
wrestling coach Dennis
Finfrock. "I think most of
our coaches agree it’s a

up with four all-americans,
the western regionals had
none. It’s expected when
the NCAA rules committee
meets on April 8, that
they’ll give the PCAA more
qualifiers at the expense of
the western regionals.
Depending on how
those numbers are re-

apportioned will be the
main criteria should
Finfrock decide to make a
move.
Along with the Spartans, the prime reason for
this is the success of
Portland State. But they
won’t be able to enjoy the
benefits of their showing.

Famous foo tball stars
Two football players ). A famous author,
who bacame more famous Caldwell was pressured by
in other fields:
upperclassmen at his
Johnny Mack Brow‘h, college to make the football
(1904-74), an All-American team.
halfback in Alabama.
Brown starred in over 300
pictures where he became
famous as the "good
looking cowboy."
Erskin Caldwell (1093-

SJSU wrestling coach T.J.

Kerr

TODAY, NOON

"PICTURES"

Ilth & SAN CARLOS
BLK. from CAMPUS)

PROGRESSIVE ROCK
STUDENT UNION UPPER PAD

75 Washers
and Dryers
NO WAITING
FREE PARKING

FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

classifieds
Announcements
AMPUS MINISTRY Worship
Protestant, Sundays at 5 pm,;
Roman Catholic, Sundays at 8
p.m , Episcopal, first and third
Sundays at 630 p m , at the
Campus Christian Center, 300 S.
10th St.
TUDENT DENTAL Plan: Take
care of your mouth and teeth.
ENROLL
MONEY,
SAVE
Information and
NOW. i
brochures at AS. Office or Into
desk, or call 3714811
ANTED: BASEBALL cards,
yearbooks and World Series
programs, autographs, statues,
sports memorabilia. QUICK
CASH. See Dr. Lapin, Business
Tower 763, Or 0011 037 0191.
THING of beauty is a MY
... Give the gilt only you can
give, a beautiful. award.winfi ing
it by JOHN
color
PAULSON PHOTOGRAPHY.
Call John 04411.2301.
T

PAUL’S Methodist Church
v ites you to worship with us On
Sundaymornings at II:30. 435 S.
10th St For informatitm about
The Young Adult group call
Steve at at 297.3425 or the
Church office at 2941$64.

IM’S HAIR Styling, Gals, Dues
T
Special
Sit.
Wednesday. SS. 410 S. 10T. Call
2954271
RTISTS AND Crafts People‘ Plan
to participate in the Student
Union Spring Faire, April 2710,
Bring your handcraft items for
rev leW before April 3,525 entry
fee plus IS percent Of gross
sales. Call Judy, 277-3221 for
rnore info

For Sale
IEER MAKING kit. Makes 4 cases.
S32.95. Beer Makers of America,
1040 N. 41h. Call 1404647. Open
Wed.Sat.
ISED FURNITURE Dinettes from
$149.50, Sofa/chair sets Iron?
si6950. Bedroom sets from
4149.50. Lamps from $10.50.
Mattress and serm10 from
579.50. COOT FURNITURE
RENTAL
CENTER,
4975
Stevens Creek Blvd., 1 blk, east
of Lawrence Expwy. Call 9114
5598.
KIS/BINDINGS
Rossi 1113cm
ROLSSO 075, 1115CM ST650 5135,
170cm Slalom 550, 160cm Jr
Racer 550 Olin MK VI 175cm
550. Boots Nord ice Slalom I 1/3
550, Tyrolia Jr Illndes 445, 05I2944 eves.
3 VW DUNE Buggy, Meyers Maul
Mags, Radio, Street License.
51,500/Offer. Most sell. 831-2964.
iOVING: TOTAL household of
quality goods must gel Furn.,
rugs, sporting
appliants,
goods. Willow Glen, 275-Ills

Help Wanted
’OMPANIONS: HOURLY Hag..
Work wIM retarded persons in
their homes alter n0001,
evenings, or weekends. No
experience needed. We train.
Call 964.3209 or 1364011.
tutor
ANDARIN
CHINESE
wanted. Write Jay Varela, 1430
Koll Circle, $uite 111, San Jose,
CA 01113.

CRUISES! CLUB Mediterranean
sailing expeditions! Needed:
Sports Instructors, Office
Personnel, Counselors. Europe,
Caribbean, Worldwide! Summer, Career, Send 55.95 plus 51
Inc
application,
handling
guide
to
openings
CR UISEWOR LD, 2S35 Watt
Ave., Sacramento, CA 95160.
SUMMER RAFTING Jobs! 41,30010
S3.600! Training provided!
Grand Canyon. Hawed, Alma.
Senn suns tor application, information guide (plus free job
guide to Lake Tahoe, CA), to
WHITE WATER, 2535 Watt Ave
Sacramento. CA 95860.
JOGS IN Alaska! Summer, year.
round. High pay. 1400 to 52,000
Parks,
per month. All fields
Fisheries, Oil Industry and
morel For 19B1 employer
listings and info guide, send 54 to
ALASCO, P.O. Box 9337, San
Jose, CA 90157. 15261 Sober Rd.,
Saratoga, CA 93070.
TRI-CHEM liquid embroidery.
Crafts instructors wanted. No
investment, ere train. Have fun
while you earn. Call Hazel at
946 4831 for free demonstration
and information.
STAFF OPENINGS this summer at
Camp Kamaroff, camp for
tiring Judaism, in S. Calif. Call
Jock Stein, 335.7141
SALESMAN WANTED’ Part time
lob. fuivtime pay. Eves. and
Sat. Perfect Inc students. No
gaper needed Call Caddie
Club at 247-4254 betw 3-5 p.m.
PAID VACATION: I ant disabled
grad. student seeking an aide
traveling comp. for a summer
trip. lam II. No expertence nec.
5500 mu. Call am’s 336-2716.
NEED EXTRA S. Need help with
weeding, yardwork and odd
Ohs Call 2297-1182.
WANTED FEMALE Assistant to
help care for qu aaaaa legic
female. 32 hours per week at
14.35 an hour. If interested, call
2191991
MODELS. PHOTOGRAPHER
interviewing models tor local
work. No Experience Required
Fee Paid Apply Saturday 114.
Room 14, Steindorlf School. 3001
Ross Avenue, San Jost
EXPERIENCED
BARTENDERS
Needed
School of Business
Banquet. Apr .123. 4 30 7 30 p.m.
Will pay 525 Call Joe Chevis,
797 5738 or C Sharnbora, 2772301

ASSISTANT
WAREHOUSE
Russell’s Furnrture, 20 to 30
hrs/wk, days, eves, wk..
Call Mr Ted, 3132340. or apply
it person at ISO E. Trimble Rd..
San Jose
NAVIGATOR (FEMALE) Inc Real
Estate Speculator. Weekends,
733-4441
RESTAURANT
EULIPIA nada
experienced bench woltress-er
and night CONN. 2004161. 374 S.
1st, S.J.
OUR Own Business part.
time in home or dorm Work
your own hours Intorne now
and financial security for the
future 733 5413,111am
_
.
STUDENT TO Assist in teaehing
remedial reading appro.. 11411
hrs per wk Most be avertable
all 5 days. Mon Fri between 3
and 7 p.m Must be excellent
reader. Will train. $4/hr Call
Mrs. Spencer, MINT

Summer/year
OVERSEAS JOBS
round Europe, S America,
Australia, Asia. All fields 5500
51,200 montly. Sightseeing. Free
into. Write IJC, Box 52-CA38,
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.

Housing
SAN JOSE Residence Club and
Mother Olson’s Lodging Houses:
Great guys and gals. Kitchen,
Tv, linen, maid service.
I ireplace,
courtyard
and
parking. 550 to S60 per week
shared. $70 to S85 per week
single. 202 5 I Ith St. Office, 122
N. 0th. St. Call 998-0223.
OWN ROOMI I Live in batysitter for
working single mother. Room
and board plus bonus. Call
Renee West at 298 0116 alter 5
P.m
APT, FOR Rent. $330 per mu, 555 S.
10th St., 2 brims, 2 bath. Call
2974554, 12 p.m. too p.m.
WALK TO class from yawed! Very
large, clean, quiet 1 bd.., incl.
"Gill Cable" across from OH.
429 5.41h. 0330 Fern. 295-0539.
WALK TO campus! Newly
remodeled studios and I bdrm,
0/pool from 5285 including gas
and heal. 420 S. 3rd, 294-5482,
SEEKING A Quiet Non-Smoking
Male to share 2 be, I ha apt,
w/pool in L.G. 5150 mo. plus 1/2
ohs. 14710 dep. Greg after
p.m. 33406411or 37111970.
"FOREIGN STUDENT" wanted to
rent room in home of American
family. Call Betty After, 6 pm,
166-7233.
OFFICE OPEN 9AM to SPM S days
a week. No Children or Pets
AEK. All furnished 2 Bdrm, 2
bath. 5395.00 rent. 4350.00
deposit. 1 Bdrrn, 1 bath $30500.
4305.00 deposit. Call 247-7590.
Have laundry.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to
share 1 bdrm hawse. Rent SISO,
it $112 share. 1/3 utl., call
evenings. 2111-1137.

YOGA w/Swami
HOLISTIC
Niranjan. M ’Mu Th, 7-9 p.m.
Lecture, satsang, .d iscuss ion,
Sun. 7-9 p.m. 330 S. 3rd, Suite C
(7nd floor). For information
regarding other activities and
workshops, call 2174963.

FREE COUNSELING FOR
Student Travel
Europe, Asia, Mexico, Hawaii,
Africa, USA, International
Identity Card, Eurail, Britrail,
hostal card, camping tours,
overseas lob placement, $tudent
ship, wide map setection, books,
backpacks and voltage converters. Trop and Travel, 140W.
San Carlos (next to Main Public
Library), 7 blocks from campus.
Open 7 days: Mon. -Fri., 94;
Sat., 10-5; Sun., noon.s. Call 292.
1613.

AFFORDABLE, CUSTOM designed
invitations for weddings, parties
occasions.
business
or
Calligraphy our specialty. In.
v nations Ink -- Call Colleen or
Terri at 20A-34440r 287-5019.

FAST, PROFESSIONAL resumes’ design, phototype and print.
Day/evening and S eeeeee Y
service (Ad Writers). Call 295.
9991

SAY IT With Balloons. The fun
alternative to flowers! Two
dozen long.stemmed balloons
delivered for Valentine’s Day,
birthdays, or lust In say
love
Y.!" Lolly Thoughts Balloon
Co. Call 265-9196,

WEDDING SPECIAL
70 Color Prints
Album, S hours of photography.
Bride keeps the negatives. 0200
plus TAX. To reserve your
wedding date, call 246-3749.
Duality Wedding Photography
for 10 years by Douglas Schwartz.
_

SKY DIVE: Our complete first lump
course is 575, group rate. 555. All
Instructors licensed
Fa kon
Parachute School Call 17091 936
1S4:

BEST PRICES
Best Machine
Best Typist
60 N. 3rd, No.123
217-4351 after 2
TYPING: THESES, reports.
etc. IBM Selectric. SI per lull
double spaced, typed page, Live
near Cambrian/Los Gatos area.
Conscientious. Call Pat at 356
3105.
EASYTYPE TYPING Servrce, Fast,
accurate, professional. Word
processing available. A complete typing service. Call 249.13.

SUMMER STUDY in Peru. Earn up
to 7 units next summer. A total
immersion? week experience in
Peruvian Culture, Contact Dr.
Hamilton, Foreign Language, at
277-2576.

TYPING
THAT’S
Tops.
Experienced typist for term
papers, theses, etc. Santa CIT...
area. Call T.y 01 204.20$?.

WHITEWATER RAFT trips ..
Discount prices in April! 15
percent off. For free brochure
call 0348551 or write, Rollins.
River Rafting, 332 Palmer Ave.,
Aptos, CA 95003.

LOS ALTOS/Palo Alto. Selectric II
typing in my Office. $1.73 per
deuble4paced page, 20 years
experience for SJSU students.
Call Irene at 9447015.

TYPING: ACCURACY, neatness,
deadlines guaranteed. Ex
perienced in masters, reports
and dissertations. Approved by
SJSU Graduate Office. IBM
Selectric II. SJ/BlOssom Hill
Area. Call Janet at 227-932S.

LEARN TO Fly. Primary and
Advance Instruction, C152, $22
per hour Wet Dual 56.50 ground
Sc (hourly I Call Dan, 293-4157.

TYPING: DONE in my home.
Reasonable. Call Lynn at 731.
1914.

HIT N’ RUN, Wedding/Party Band,
Top 40 music, appealing to all
ages. S Member band available
it.. Call Stuart 01 231.5705.

TYPING: I’LL type anYthing.
In.
Experienced,
professional. North Valley area.
Call Mary Lou at 263 9759.

RESUMES
PROFESSIONAL
composed, typeset, printed,
pickup and de livery. roes. rates.
270 9386

In PING BY a profession. 20 years
experience Neat, accurate. All
formals. Theses, resumes,
di
ions.
reports,
Deadlines guaranteed. So. San
Jose, Call Kathie at 3711216.

LADIES, LET Me Entertain You!
Male stripper tor your next
bridal shower or bachelorefte
party. Call Rink at 748-0344 after

TYPING. ONE letter to large Mall
lists. reports, manuals Or
Quality work at
resumes
reasonable prices Call THE
EXECUTIVES ASSISTANT at
2(10 1148

MY Home, accurate,
TYPING
prompt, experienced, hours 8
ant to Barn. Loc.nr Hwys 17 and
210. Phone 297-6616,

WEEKEND TYPING w/C weekday
IBM Electric. SI per page,
editing, phone 2744457.

THESES, REPORTS, Manuscript,.
etc.: IBM SC II. Cynthia/5.0
247-8434 Mary/MV., 9612261.

PROF. TYPING services. IBM
Selectric correctable. 110 wpm.
10 years experience. All typing
accepted! Call Jane at 251-5942
any time. 51.50 per page.

TYPING:
Quality typing at
reasithable rates. IBM Select..
II self-correcting. Pick-up and
delivery on campus. 10 years
exp. Call Diane at 266.4041.

TYPING, PROFESSIONAL, Neat,
Accurate. Theses, Reports,
Resumes. Choice of elements
led. tech. 253-3015.

CUPERTINO TYPING near
DeAnz
College.
IBM
50100/many hoe styles 51/dbl
sped pg. Like any lob, good
work/low cost. Charlene 2$7
0977day/eve.

TYPING: FAST, Accurate and
Professional. Theses, Resume,
Reports. Deadlines guaranteed.
Reasonable rates. IBM Selectric
III. Call Jan, 723-1556, in San
Jose.
THE SECRETARY in Sunnyvale
has OX Electronic Typewriter.
Also, dictaphone to transcribe
tapes. Editing capability. Phone
737-1304 tor quote.

TYPING. IBM Electric. SI per page.
Editing. Phone: 274-9457.

TYPING IN my home. IBM
Electronic 60 typewriter. North
Valley Area. 51.30 dbl, spaced
page. Cash. Call Elsie, 239-4983.
TYPING - 11.00/0b1. spaced page.
Quick turn-around, can pick up
and deliver. Call 914.70116.
WORD PROCESSING - Large
reports, theses, etc. Save time,
money and grief, Business
Service Center, No, 151 St. and
101. 295-2662.
- -

TYPING. TOP quality
teed.
IBM Correcting Selectric II. All
work proofed and edited for
spelling. Rater: 51.50 for double
sp. page: 53 for single sp. Page:
53 per page for letters: SS per
page for resumes (incl, help
w/sel up). Cash only No checks
please. Remember: The bitterness of poor quality remains
long alter the sweetness of a low
price is forgotten. Call: KITTY
at 2381099 between Sand 10 p.m
and on weekends.

Typing

6p.01.

Personals

WILLOW
GLEN/ALMADEN.
Duality typing and editing.
Research papers, resumes. etc.
Ask for Marcia Morton at 2116.
9418,

Travel

TYPING, THESIS, Term Papers,
etc. Experienced and last
Reasonable rates. Call 269.1674
HAYMOND AND Tystm Sit,, clJria I
Service.
accurate.
Past,
proofed. Typktg edited for
spelling. IBM Selectric call
Sharon at 9264224 between 1 10
and 10 30 p.m.
TYPING
FAST, aceurate and
przilessional.
$1.311/pg
Key
Day/Eves.
Call
WACKERS, 947.1433 or 272.452S.
TYPING/EXPERIENCED Sitc’y
types alit Reports, resumes,
theses, low cost, accurate, last,
high quality Pam 247 2681, eves
(Santa Clara nr. San Tomas
E an I

MI.111=111M1

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Serves

Print Your Ad Mitre:
’Count apprownately 30 letters and sew Cann tachlinel

(Effective: Fall 1980)
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN Center
Roman Catholic and Protestant
campus
ministries
offer
religious services study groups
serial events and counseling al
300 1 100, St. call 708 0204 Fr
Dan Derry, Sr Joan Patella
Ms Lynda DeManti, Rev Norb
F trnhaber. Rev Peter coon
man

LOOKING FOR A
wedding photographer,
Images by
John Paulson Photography
are ex eeeee Ions of love Soli
elegant nod universally
derstood For the Imes, awarri
winning photography, call John
It 4412361

TAXES DONE while you wail tut
1040A and 500. Reliable, forme,
business student. Call 186 1559

Fore
days
$420

$4 75
$545

$400

70

$525

$560

$ 70

$560

$595

$6 15

$630

$70

$ 70

$ 70

$ 70

$ 70

two
days

Threw
days

$260

$350

$385

$350
$420

04 20

$455

04 40

$490

Each arleithonal line add
$ 70

3 loafs
44000
5 Naas
6 knot

Each
add
Ilona/
day
070

Sow
days
$405

One
day

Print name

City

Minimum Three Lines Ono ()ay
Semester Rata loll into.
15 lines 00000
10 lines 04500
Olin. 53000
Chen* ea...On-ahem

277-3175

Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive

Housing

Services

Lost and Found

Stereo

Phone

Address
Enclosed is

For

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

Deadline Two dons finor to pubination
Co.... publication dates only
No ielunds 0,, cancelled Nei

=============== =111.1.1111MMIIIIISMINNINNIEB
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. JUST EiECAuSE
T HREATENED SOME BLIND
MAN
T COULD HAVE
BEEN (NORSE ’ BUT I
, NA5 IN COMPLETE C05

wi vEgy
CAREFUL
WITH THIS GUN YOU
KNOW I KNOW JUST
HOW TO U5E IT, AND I
USE INTEL/I6E4-70’x

Weather

MEDFLY
-continued from page 1
He said On a toxicity
scale that ranges from one
to six malathion gets a two
rating, or "slightly toxic."
Aspirin,
rectal
supositories and children’s
cough medicine are all
rated at four on that same
scale," Edwards said.
scientific
Citing
research, Edwards said
that 2,800 milligrams of
malathion will kill 50
percent of male rats,
while only 750 milligrams
of aspirin will do the same.
Groups
throughout
Santa Clara County have
expressed a fear of the
chemical’s effect when
inhaled.
But according to
Edwards, malathion would
be sprayed in gelatin form
globules that could not be
inhaled.
However,

Ferguson said, if the one," Stecker said. "There
chemical is sprayed, it will is no room for emotional
kill more than just the decision on a technical
subject such as this."
mealy.
In fact, some of the
"Let’s keep this in
insects killed will be
beneficial insects," he perspective. Everything
said. "Syrphid fly adults, we do has risks."
Both Stecker and
which lay their eggs in
aphid colonieshand destroy Edwards said they don’t
them will be just one of the understand why the public
insects killed." And one is so worried.
professor expressed fear
"Can’t they just accept
for his bee colony.
what the Environmental
The good weather, Protection Agency and
which will encourage the Brown say is safe?"
medfly larvae to emerge Stecker asked.
from the ground and take
Malathion has been
to the air, is putting
pressure on the decision used to eradicate the
medfly in both Florida and
makers.
"There are probably Texas with no known adseveral hundred larvae in verse affects, according to
the ground right now," Edwards.
"And they used much
Edwards said.
"We don’t have the more than is proposed
luxury of error on this here," he added.

The South Bay L-5 will discuss "The
Arms Race in Space" Saturday night at
7:30 in Kenna Room 104 at the University
of Santa Clara. For more information, call
Tee at 727-5350, ext. 337, or Diane at 2861631.

CARPETS

BY CHUCK BECK0N1

Fair skies today with
northerly winds. Today’s
high will be 63 with the low
Saturday morning of 47.
Forecast by the 5.151.1
Meteorology Department.

-continued from page 1
In addition, he hired a
consultant nearly nine
months before the fiscal
year began.
In the fall of 1979,
approval was given for the
purchase of the carpet. In
November of that same
year, consultant Blair
Bowen was hired to draw
the plans.
In April 1980, dormitory rates were set that
included the $55 rent increase specified for the
carpet.
Eight months later,
plans were delivered to
Auxiliary Enterprises,
which forwarded them to
the SJSU purchasing office. From there the plans
were sent to the state
procurement
office.
Several months later the
plans were rejected and
sent back to the Housing
Office.
A decision on what type
of carpet will be installed in
the dorms must still be
made.

pinoc lizarc
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INVITATION

$15 INTRODUCTORY
FLIGHT LESSON
CAREER COUNSELING

First St. Automotive
Invites you to make
our repair shop your
One Stop Auto Care Center.

Ask about $305
Solo Special
292-7800

Ask for Student Discounts

Shannon Aviation
1144 Coleman Ave.
Son Jose 95110

540 So. First St.
287-2397

ANTHONY D CAMPAGNA .112

OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT
EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR
50E.SANTA CLARA

998-8800

SAN JOSE

PRESCRIPTIONS

The Women’s Center will hold a
potluck dinner from 6 to 9 tonight at
Jonah’s Wail, 10th and San Carlos streets.
For information, call Alice Campbell at
277-2047.

Today’s Greek Week program includes a games tournament at the Student
Herencia Del Caribe is sponsoring a Union games area from 8 a.m. to noon.
saLsa dance today and tomorrow from 9:30
p.m. to 1:30 a.m. at Zapatas restaurant, 30
S. First St. in San Jose. For information
Tonight’s Greek Ball will be held in the
call Theresa Quihuiz at 238-7978 or Ralph ballroom and upper deck of the Student
Delgado at 847-4891.
Union from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Dress is semiformal. The Pub will be open from 9 p.m.
to I am. The cost is $3 and the band is
The SJSU Concert Choir and
Chaser.
Chorallers will hold an A Cappella Concert
tonight at 8 at Saint Andrew’s Episcopal
Church, 13601 Saratoga Ave., in Saratoga.
Students planning to begin fulfilling
For information, contact Teri Suzuki at requirements for a secondary school of
293-9515.
teaching credential, Lingle subject, should
contact the Secondary Education Office
The San Jose Poetry Center spring immediately, Sweeney Hall, room 404.
poetry series will present Jeredith Merrin,
Abby Niebauer and Nils Peterson during a
Speech Pathology Students will host a
poetry reading tonight at 7:30 at the San
Jose Museum of Art, 110 S. Market St. workshop on Behavior Modification with
the autistic child on Saturday, April 4 from
Donations are $1.
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in BC 214. For further
information, call Rita Schumach at 364Beta Alpha Psi is offering a free in1860.
come tax service for students at the
Student Union Tuesday through Friday at
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. For information,
Spartaguide announcements will run
call Tony Zaragoza at 926-9361.
on a space-available basis.
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Amdahl, the progressive computer company
that offers an alternative in large-scale

systems, is coming to tell you about our largescale career opportunities.
Contact the Career Planning and Placement
Center for positions available and an interview
appointment.

amdahl

h
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Ampersand

Panasonic Stereo-to -Go:
Nobody gives you more ways to
fill the room inside your head.
oil i
a;e ’

4

t’

I
4,

4 lb *".

11
;

.p

Only Panasonic Stereo-to -Go brings beautiful
music to your ears in so many different ways.
There are four Stereo -to-Go models,
each with super-light -weight
At
headphones So whatever kind of music moves
you, moves with you
Wherever you go!
The RS -J3 is a stereo
tape player so small
you won’t believe the
size of the sound that
comes out of it And its
price will come as a
pleasant surprise, too.
The RS -J1 is a slightly
larger portable stereo
cassette player with a
handle for carrying tunes
and the right connections for use as a tape
deck at home.

-.4111111111111.111h
ilk 1

The RX-2700 is the
world’s smallest headphone
AM FM stereo cassette
recorder. It has a built-in
AM FM radio, so you car
listen to tapes or FM stereo
through headphones and
even record in stereo
The RF-20 is the world’s
smallest FM stereo headphone radio It’s a set of
featherweight headphones
A_
with an FM stereo radio
built right into it Fantastic!
doltWhichever model you
4 choose, a Panasonic
Stereo -to -Go lets everybody
know you’ve got something
between your ears

Panasonic..

just slightly ahead of our time.
;
_
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OUR COVER
Delbert McClinton leaned up against
195t; Ford
Musk Editor Byron
pickup truck, Neil Zlozoirer took
the picture, anti tve finally nailed tbh
elusive performer

is directed to
Given that Ampersand
the college aged, there might conceivably be something less than
gratifying in praise coming from an almost
thirty-year-old librarian.
I am nonetheless obliged to Judith Sims
tbr her film reviews. It was when she al 53W
must alone it seems among critics
through Kramer ts. Kramer that my attention was attracted. I have come to depend
upon her observations.
Finally, as one who (professionally)
surveys scores of periodic publications each
week, my compliments to Ampersand and
its staff for a crisp and intelligent supplement.
anonymous
Charlottactille, Va
Ijust read Glenn Abel’s article about
comedian Tom Parks in February’s Ampersand. Mr. Abel needs to get his facts
straight. Georgia Tech is not in Athens,
Georgia. Athens is the home of the University of Georgia and the national champion
Bulldogs. Georgia Tech is that little trade
school located in Atlanta.
Kathy Kardoes
Athens, Georgia
Author Abel realized his mistake too late He
hoped no one would be nick enough to
mention it. Fat chance.
quite angered by your concluding
Tam
paragraph of the Readers’ Poll. I must
ask: What do you expect? I would venture to guess that relatively few college students, especially chase in smaller towns, are
exposed to the artistic, new-ground breaking material you so obviously expected us
Ii) name. True, I very rarely see such "great"
art films as Fellini’s Satyricon, or the latest
Ingmar Bergman film, or even one by Francois Truffaut. Did you ever stop to think that
maybe, just maybe, Ordinary People or
even Airplane are better films? Also, you
take it for granted that all college students
are well versed in artistic endeavors, when
they very well may not be.
I just want to add one thing about critics:
I feel sorry for you. YO.II simply cannot
seem to enjoy anything unless it is "vibrant," "artistic," or "innovative." What’s so
bad about Top 40? If you use your limited
intellect, you may just realize that that is all
many college students are exposed to, and
have not the "benefit" of your "critical" or
"artistic" prowess.
I really resent your patronizing attitude
and your belief that there is a right or
wrong response to questions based on
opinion. Could it be that the fault lies in
your poll or in yourselves, or is that too
sacrilegious to even contemplate?
Duncan Kennedy
San Diego, CA
nstead of being dismayed at the absence
of "off-beat" and "unusual" selections in
the first annual readers poll, try viewing
the selections from a different angle. Nonrecognition of performers like Bruce
Springsteen and the E Street Band would
merely reveal your readers’ ignorance and
lack of taste. As it stands, however, the
readers’ selection of Bruce and the hand for
a number of the categories reinforces the
notion that we are in fact an "informed, intelligent, and educated" audience.
Helerumn
Witersity of California, .Santa Barbara

Ampersand ran several Readers’ Polls in
our first year of publication; we were dazzled then by the wide-ranging interacts, the
unetpected specializations in the midst of
the educated mainstream. This time, our
tone was not patronizing; it was &nip& disappointed Our readers are informed, educated and intelligent; their interests just
aren’t very wide-ranging anymore (geography is no wrcuse).
enIwant to let you know that I really
joyed the latest Ampersand. I really
think you do an excellent job on this
publication. There’s always something interesting and worthwhile to read in it. I particularly like the concert and record reviews. I think you honestly try to cover as
many groups as possible, but I feel that you
have continually neglected to print anything
about one of America’s foremost (not
commercially but musically) groups the
Grateful Dead. I believe that the Dead deserve some space, especially in this, their
15th anniversary year; !dm Bill Graham has
said, "the Dead are not only the best at what
they do, they’re the only ones who do it."
Ampersand, too, is close to this ideal. Keep
up the good work!
Patrick Connolly
Dallas
Send your comments, complaints and
praise (especially praise) to In One Ear,
1680 N. Vine, Suite 900, Hollywood, CA
90028.

Last month we neglected to list
Howard Rosenberg as the photographer responsible for the John
Hiatt picture.
Sorry, sorry.

Mommie (& Daddy) Dearest
ACCORDING TO The New York Daily News,
actress Faye Dunaway is taking instruction in Roman Catholicism so she can convert before a June marriage to photographer Terry O’Neill, who’s the father of
her son, Liam. (O’Neill has children by his
first wife, living in England.)
According to on -the-set observers of
Mommie Dearest, the currently filming Joan
Crawford biography starring Dunaway, she
ought to bypass the regular priest and hire
an exorcist. Apologists claim Ms. Dunaway
"always acts difficult when she has a difficult
role." Observers say she’s pitched countless
tantrums, lost exorbitantly expensive jewelry, harangued O’Neill mercilessly, rewritten scenes to her own liking, cut up expensive hand-made wigs and taken upon herself the re-designing of costumes by fourtime Academy Award winner Irene Sharaff.
Producer Frank Yablans reportedly sought
studio permission to fire Dunaway, then
backed down when she promised to shape
up. The actress’ antics have caused the picture’s shooting schedule to be revised many
times. Yablans’ technique, when running
late, is to throw away whole chunks of
script material in order to finish a picture
on time.
Breakups . .. and Not
T IS TRUE,- affirms Columbia Records.
I Rockpile, whom one critic called the
greatest rock grow) since the Band, has
broken up after only one album and tour.
"The split was amicable," Columbia’s
spokesperson continues, "and the artists
will he pursuing separate careers with us."
Insiders say the split wasn’t all that friendly.
Rumors have it that guitarist Dave Edmunds
could no longer stomach ultra-pushy manager Jake Rivera.
(Continued on page 13)

This month’s Ampersand is by Pat lUgley of
Davis, CA, Each Ampersand of the Month that appears in print receives $30. A
Helpful Hint: those artists
who wish to submit timely
Ampersands like those designed for Christmas, Thanksgiving or
other holidays must be sure we receive
them two months before the holiday. Otherwise, they sit around for a year.
Send original Ampersands (on sturdy white paper, in black ink, with name
and address clearly printed on the artwork) to Ampersand of the Month,
1680 N. Vine, Suite 900, Hollywood, CA 90028.
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Back when
you had
to beat it
before
you could
eat it...

A TURMAN-FOSTER Company Production
"CAVEMAN"
starring RINGO STARR BARBARA BACH DENNIS QUAID SHELLEY LONG
JOHN MATUSZAK AVERY SCHREIBER and JACK GILFORD
Written by RUDY De LUCA and CARL GOTTLIEB Produced by LAWRENCE TURMAN and DAVID FOSTER
.Directed by CARL GOTTLIEB Music by LALO SCHIFRIN Panavisiorfiechnicoli
GiXtyright C MCPALXXX I linrted Artists Curporation XI rightS rese
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Starts Friday April 17th at a Theatre Near You.
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The Last Metro
..tarring tathenne ’Anew, (wring! Depurate&
Heinz Bennent. written by &anon, Truffaut.
.Wzanne Onffinan. and Jean-Claude (,rumbeig
directed by Truffrita

a look at life in and around a Paris theAsater
during the German occupation, The
law Metro is chillingly casual in its depiction of antisemitism and adaptation to
tyranny. Everyone deals in the black market;
an actor (Depardieu) must sign a declaration that he has no Jews in his family before
he is hired, while yet another actress is refused work because she is Jewish. Deneuve
is the manager/leading lady of the theater
whiise1ewish husband supposedly escaped
the Nazis. hut is in fact hiding in the theater s basement. She lives a double life,
cooking and caring for her husband by
night. holding the theater and company together by day. A terrific character, played by
a less than terrific actress; its a good thing
Deneuve is beautiful, because her acting
talent wouldn’t suppon a family of field
mice.
713e Lac( Metro which refers to the German curfew) seems to he a warm and
mostly compassionate look at these survivors, their everyday courage and their unpleasant compromises, hut ultimately, it
turns out to he a three-way love story, with
echoes of Jules and Jim. The film ends almost as a valentine to Demme, with her
face framed in a red oval.
I left the film feeling as if I’d missed
something; I kept writing for the clincher,
the profound insight into Men and Women
Under Siege, hut it never came. I was perfectly willing to settle for Insights into a
Marriage 1 ’nder Seige, hut these were slender and misleading.
If Truffaut is trying to tell us that our
mundane personal problems are more imponam to us than politics, justice and liberty, he could have made the point more
obviously, more bitingly. On the other
hand, when compared to recent films
emanating from Hollywood and other film
capitals, The la.0 Metro is clearly above that
crowd, the work of a man who loves making movies and knows how to make them
so well that he holds our attention even
when he isn’t telling UN what we want to
know.
Judith Sins

Napoleon
directed by Abel Game. presented In, Francis
Coppola, new music composed by Carmine
Coppola

The silent cinema was history long before
Radio City Music Hall was opened in
1932, but it still seemed as if this was the
moment for which it had been created: the
resurrection of Abel Gance’s 1927 epic
Napoleon. This latest extravaganza of Francis Coppola, a series of showings of the
four-hour movie at the grand old showplace (which was almost closed for
good two years ago), complete with live orchestra accompaniment, had the air of a
major event from the start, and somehow
the confusitin at the beginning dozens of
ticket-holders, stranded in the hack by a
shortage of ushers as the lights went out,
began to demonstrate noisily only reinforced the feeling.

The 192’ premiere also took place in an
impressive setting the Pans Opera. What
that audience saw was a gigantic cinema, 01
sweeping gestures and overpowering ni
ages and effects, equalled only by Eisenstein
and Griffith and approached since then on!)
by Kurosawa. In creating his romantic portrayal of Napoleon from childhood up to his
Italian campaign of 1196 (the first of a proi
ected six-pan series!). Game called upon
every resource of the cinema and invented
a few of his own. Extreme long shots.
backlighting. moving-camera shots, and
pyrotechnic editing were used with a print
ously unknown freedom. The most astonishing innovation was Polyvision
three-screen precursor of Cinerama used
not only for wide-screen images hut for
complex multiple-image effects which have
not been duplicated since.
That performance was a triumph, as were
others in Europe. Then, suddenly, a hokei
little melodrama with music called Melo=
.Singer opened in America. and Napoletm
was doomed.
It was the British director and film hist.
rian Kevin Brownlow (whose wonderful
hook on the silent cinema. The Parade
Cone By, includes the hest account Of
GalICC’N career and the sad fate of Napo
Icon) who came upon a few reels of the
film while still a schoolboy and began to
search for missing pieces of it in an effort t,
reconstruct the original. Except for the trip
tychs only the last of the four wide-screen
sequences is known to survive Brownlow
had come close enough by the mid
Seventies to start showing the movie
around. One of those who saw it was Coppola, who had the crazy idea of putting it on
at Radio City.
In January, after successful screenings in
London, he did it, with Carmine Coppola.
his father, leading the American Symphony
Orchestra, periodically spelled by Leonard
Raver at the huge Music Hall organ, in an
original score whose romanticism was a
close match for that of the movie. The 1981
New York audience responded to the film
much the way the Paris spectators did.
There was cheering and applause for scene
after scene for a pillow fight in which the
screen split into nine images; for the dazzling intercutting of Napoleon’s escape from
Corsica in a storm and a human storm in
Paris; for the vivid, brutal recreation of the
Battle of Toulon; for the wild bacchanalia of
the Bal des Victimes; for the startling reincarnations of the major figures of the
French Revolution (Gance himself appears
briefly as Saint-Just). A few viewers deserted
during the long, drawn-out courtship of
Josephine, hut the three-screen finale in
Italy, crowned by Gance’s coup de grace
the superimposition of colored leader to
form a giant Tricolor brought
the audience to its feet as if they had discovered the
cinema for the first time.
Abel Gance is still alive, hut at 91 his constitution is no longer up to the rigors of a
transatlantic journey. Thus it was Francis
Coppola who came out before the movie to
read a short message from Gance and inform the audience that their applause
would he transmitted to Gance by transatlantic phone. That applause must have
sounded sweet to a man who had to wait
half a century for the vindication of his life’s
work.
A spokesperson at Coppola’s Zoetrope
(Continued on page 14)

Victim No More

DEBERT Vcal\TO\
BY BYRON LAURSEN

PHOTOS RV NEM II

Over the past twenty-odd years, Delbert McClinton has been working up a special
instrument. Starting in sticks-of-Texas clubs where customers might walk in "with
pistols older’n their grandaddies stuck in their back pocket," the Lubbock-born,
41 -year-old singer has been working extraordinary shadings into his blue, rustflecked voice, an instrument that can express yearning, lust, joy, experience and
regret in a single, short phrase. Now, wiffi a lean R&B mixture called "Giving It
up for Your Love," a track that actually sounds too good for radio fare, McClinton
finally has a Top Ten hit.
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"And it didn’t come a hit too early, either," says McClinton. "I knew all the
records I did were good," he adds over a midafternoon tonic water in a Beverly
Hills cocktail lounge, "but I was wonderin if anyone else was gonna know it before I was dead." McClinton sidles hack into his low, naugahyde chair. "I don’t
need that posthumous kinds s --t. I want it now."
Surrounding us are two publicists, representing Capitol Records and Muscle
Shoals Sound Productions, the famed Alabama outfit where McClinton’s new
album, The jealous Kind, was produced. Sitting demurely by is Donna Sue McClinton, wife and frequent song inspiration. Less demure, if equally silent, is McClinton’, lean, intense road manager, Jack Borders.
I ask McClinton if he paid close attention to the slow, steady chart progress of
"Giving It up for Your Love," a climb that started last fall.
"You bet your ass I did," he responds happily "I watched it everyday." He
leans forward so his elbows prop solidly against his knees and he joins his hands
loosely. "Getting a hit changes everything for me, really. 1 car make a lot of plans
that I could only dream of before. In the first place, I won’t have to work eight
days a week just to make a living. I just had a three-week vacation, after working
every day since Orlober. I’d never had three weeks off before."
Three plans deminate McClinton’s future: a major tour of the Southwest and
Midwest until May, a new album when that tour ends andin between, somehow moving self, wife Donna, six-year-old son Clay and their elegant 1947
Chrysler from Fort Worth to the Pacific-facing canyons north of Los Angeles. "Fort
Worth in the winter just don’t make it," says McClinton, "and there’s a lot of
people out here I want to work with."
Will he work again with Jerry Williams, author of the current hit?
’Possibly. He’s a very happy individual right now. The last time I talked to him,
he was raisin’ hogs and livin’ in Hico, Texas."
Suddenly, McClinton remembers to tell his road manager that he accepted a
date for June: the graduation party of a wealthy Austinite’s daughter.
"How much?" Borders demands.
37,500.00."
"Hell, Delbert. Thaes not enough. I gotta make a phone call."
As Borders pivots out of the bar, McClinton grins broadly. ’lack useta he a
Marine," he explains.
McClinton started at age 19, leading a hot Fort Worth FMB band called the
Strait Jackets. Famous blues singers, the likes of Howlin’ Wolf, Lightnin’ Hopkins
and Jimmy Reed, were apt to choose McClinton’s group for backup service. Boasts
McClinton: "I still got a microphone Jimmy Reed puked on."
In 1960, McClinton’s LeCam Records version of Sonny Boy Williamson’s -Wake
up Baby" became the first white artist’s record played on KNOIC, the local black
station. Coincidentally, -Giving It up for Your Love" is now an item on soul stations in the South.
In 1962, backing Bruce Channel on "Hey Baby" with his harmonica, McClinton
toured England A twenty-two-year-old John Lennon there sought him out for a
backstage harp lesson. During 1964-65, as pan of the Ron-Dels, McClinton
bounced through three label deals and scratched the bottom of the charts with
"If You Really Want Me To, I’ll Go."
Came the Seventies. McClinton tried Los Angeles. His two countrified, R&B flavored albums with keyboard player Glen Clark for Clean Records are now highly
prized by collectors. Bonnie Raitt found the song "Sugar Mama"on Delbert &
Glen, the first release. Subject to Change, the second, contains "Cold November,"
which remains one of McClinton’s most affecting songs.
"Thought I’d be a star by today," laments a song based on the Delbert and
Glen experiences, "But I’m sweepin’ out warehouse in West LA" Fortunately,
Emmylou Harris lifted that song, the country rocker "Two More Bottles of Wine,"
off Victim of life’s Circumstances one of a series of terrific but low-selling records McClinton did for ABC Records in 1975-76. Some long-term fans call this
trilogy, which also includes Genuine Cowhide and Lote Rustler, the hest of
McClinton’s recorded work. Excellence and lavish reviews notwithstanding, ABC
did little to popularize the albums. By the time that hapless company go( swallowed by the MCA Corporation, McClinton was out of the picture.
"I closed a lotta record companies," McClinton jokes. His next stop, in 1978,
was Georgia’s Capricorn Records. Once flourishing via the Allman Brothers and
political help its owner had extended candidate Jimmy Carter in 1976, Capricorn
was in decline when McClinton arrived. But his first LP there, Second Wind,
brought out the rock writers in drovesmyself included.
"You may he catkin’ to me in jail before the night is out," were the first spoken
words I heard from Delbert McClinton. Backstage at the Euphoria, a dingy,
produce-district club in Portland, Oregon, he was fuming after a near punchout with the club’s honeheaded soundman. The owner told him to get out.
punch-out with the club’s borieheaded soundman. The owner told him to get out
Instead, McClinton stayed and came back the next night too, rigging his own
sound system with Fender amps and playing a razor-sharp set that drew on everything from early Waylon Jennings to Taj Mahal.
"I thought I was a had motherf----r that night," McClinton recalls with a wide

"rm a victim of life’s circumstances/
Raised around barrooms and
Friday night dances/
Singin’ them old Country songs/
Half the time endin’ up some place
I don’t belong."
Delbert McClinton
smile. "And I got him believin’ it too ... even if the motherf----r never paid me...
Capricorn folded its tents just as Keeper of the Flame, the second release, was
making the charts. But important groundwork was laid John Belushi and Dan
Aykroyd caught McClinton’s New York club shows and joked about stealing his
tight, versatile band for the Blues Brothers. Instead, they stole his "B Movie Box
Car Blues" for the triple platinum Briefcase Full of Blues album. They also wangled an appearance date for McClinton, who can look roguishly sexy with half an
effort, on Satunlay Night the.
"Yeah," McClinton acknowledges, "that helped a lot. If it hadn’t been for that
publishing money, and my wife’s help financially, I couldnive done it. I
couldn’t’ve kept the band together."
On the new album, McClinton sings songs previously done by Ray Charles, Al
Green, the Temptations, Van Morrison and Joe Cocker. On past albums he’s
covered such heavy hitters as James Brown, Taj Mahal, Johnny Cash, Fats Domino,
Mick Jagger and Aretha Franklin. I ask if he’s ever intimidated, knowing he’ll be
compared to such potent originals.
"No," McClinton says, "it doesn’t bother me. Because if I can’t do it, I won’t Abruptly, Jack Borders reenters with a satisfied gleam alight in his eyes.
"What happened?" McClinton asks.
"$10,000.00," Borders says, settling hack expansively with a fresh drink, "and
after the gig they’re flying us to Fort Worth for some Messican food."
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brought sonic guy up from the Audi
He is nix a jokey punch.line comedian
ence he picked out two of the four
hut rather a beguiling story teller who
urine. I had initialed and held them,
chortles over humanity’s madness, re
one on tiai of the other, in his hand. I
lishiog every morsel of weirdness that
comes his way (such as his adventures
then asked him to concentrate on a
figure that would be easily associated
performing on a Princess cruise ship
with American life, something easily
for several weeks, or opening for Em
mylou Harris in Lake Tahoe). A racon- rendered in a few lines I was leading
teur, of which we need more.
the guy to think of I.incoln on purpose.
He’s also an author, of an unfortu- The guy said he had it. I moved my
nately outolprint humorous instruc- hands around in the air, lifted off the
BY JUDITH San
top tortilla and there
tion manual called Cards as Weapons,
was a happy
"The hook is a lot like my act," Jay said, face on the tortilla!" Jay is thoroughly
packs
phiwith
some
that
the
casually.
hut
enywing himself. "I looked at the guy
"utterly ridiculous
then indicated,
Ricky Jay came to dinner eight years
losophy and actual card throwing in. as if it were his fault I shook his
Ago ( I didn’t see him again until this
in limbo on the edge of the coffee
hand and said ’Have a nice day ’ Later I
structions." He is currently at work on
interview, hut never mind). In prepa- table should he examined I opened
a history of "unusual entertainers over gave him some refried beans on the
each box, scrambling through the
ration for this major event, I left out
were
who
the
people
tortilla and a bottle of Dos Equis!"
every
single
deck
period,
a
300
year
pasteboards;
in
every deck of cards I owned (not subThroughout this tale. Jay’s voice has
absolutely famous in their day. They
tle, hut effective) six decks, in vari- queen of spades was pointing in the
are weirdos, but they were really fa- bulged with barely suppressed laughous conditions and ages. Jay didn’t pay
opposite direction We were amazed
mous. It’s called Genius or Charlatan?
ter. lie loves his work.
much attention to them until late in
I’m still amazed.
But he also worries: about the fact
because so many of them are in that
He doesn’t look or act like any other
the evening. As guests assembled
nether world, like Wolford Bodie, who that he’s still not a world famous
magician. No top hat and tails, no
around the coffee table he casually
called himself ’Bloodless Surgeon, magician/comedian/writer, in spite of
shuffled and fanned one deck; the
Doug Henning sequins or boxes, no
an average of one appearance per
other decks were in a howl off to the waxy mustache, no well -rehearsed pat- Stage Electrician and Hypnotist"
Jay has even written a pilot for a TV month on national television for three
side. Then, the Moment I’d Been Wait- ter. Jay looks like a large hippie, a Sixseries, "hut I really can’t talk about that years (mostly daytime talk shows).
ing For "Pick a card," he said. I ex- ties speed -rapper with mid -torso
now." He could talk about his work as About the state of the art in magic;
tracted the queen of spades. "Place it brown hair (which he strokes often)
face up in the deck, anywhere in the flowing over a natty three-piece suit. technical advisor on the film &rap, since magic effects are not copyrightable, they are frequently stolen by less
deck." I did. All the other cards were His hands look ordinary, but they Artist, directed by Caleb Deschanel
face down, the queen was peering up. make birds appear, money disappear, (The Black Stallion), starring Ryan’s talented, less original performers.
son and Tatum’s brother, Griffin "Magic is the only art form in the world
as placed the cards hack in their box, cards fly in and out of decks and over
entire buildings; his hands transO’Neal. "I taught Griffin to do real
that has been shaped by amateurs," Jay
form the shape and substance
sleight of hand; it was important for US said emphatically. "Must people’s view
and even location of a given
to actually do the magic without cam- of acting is the theater or movies,
item. Jay is also distinwhere they’ve seen a professional perera trickery."
formance, but most people who’ve
guished from the blackJay himself seems easily amazed
cape crowd because
witness his new routine, inspired by a seen magic have seen some relative do
he’s funny.
it, or some Jerk who’s come to their
newspaper article, an actual report
about "The face of Jesus on a tortilla," high schoolsemiprofessionals or
in which a Mrs. Rubio of New Mexico
absolute amateurs."
was convinced she saw the face of
Jay himself was taught by an amateur
his grandfather. "He was one of a
Christ on her tortilla. "They have it in a
dying breed, a sensational amateur
plastic box, people make pilgrimages
who took great pleasure in turning
to New Mexico to see this tortilla," Jay
said, utter amazement in his voice. gigs over to professionals." jay began
doing card tricks when he was 4; by
"Anyway," he continued, "There’s a
classic magic effect called spirit paint- the time he was 7 he’d already appeared on television. Born in Brooldyn
in,g where canvases are initialed and
and raised in New York and New Jer.
examined and put into a box, and a
icy, Jay’s early years and family life are
wet oil painting actually (Anlita out, It’s
not happy subjects. "I was always
visually done. This effect was once
being arrested for being incorrigible,
used by fraudulent mediums in
it was an utterly chaotic situation at
seances. I read the article in my act
(I’ve done this effect only once, at
home; my family and I have not talked
for years. The first comedy I did was
McCabe’s in LA) then
telling family stories in high school."
Jay attended Cornell, Illinois, New
York and Columbia universities,
bouncing around with no clear career
goals, hut always perfecting his magic.
He enrolled in Comelfs hotel school:
"I was so naive, I actually thought I
could run a casino in Las Vegas because I’d be the only one who would
know about cards and food. Little
knowing they don’t let the chef anywhere near the casino!"
But Jay has logged a number of
hours In casinos since then. "I was
banned from playing in a few casinos
Puerto Rico" because he could win
so easily; at other times he was hired
to spot cheaters (dealers, not customers), and even gave lessons in card
handling. "I still have lots of friends
who are dealers and card hustlers."
Plow did he manage to avoid the life of
a con man? "It was very tempting at
certain times in my life, hut I’m too
much of a ham. If you’re a card hustler, your whole life is pretending
you’re someone you’re not You play
down your skill, generally you deal to
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a partner who wins the money, you
can’t even SAy ’God. I’m really hot tonight Ostentation gets you killed. As
opposed to a performer, who has im
mediate gratification, which is obviously essential to me. That’s the
toughest thing for me as a writer. I
write one sentence I think is good and
I call people up"
So far in his long (nearly 30-year)
checkered career Jay’s greatest acclaim
and attention came in London, where
he hosted his own special (offered to
him after just one appearance on another show). Jay refused to host a
show with a bunch of magicians;
rather, he suggested a format where
each guest "made" magic Mum.
menschanz; Clifford Guest, a yentrikxmist without a dummy; and Bruce
Schwartz, an -utterly devastating" adult
puppeteer Jay did comedy bits
throughout until the end: "I took a
piece of tissue paper and tore it into
the shape of a moth, then rolled the
paper up into a ball. With the camera
in on a tight frame of my hands, I
changed it into a live moth. Freeze
frame, roll credits, and then the credits
stopped and the moth went right to
the end of the frame and circled
around, then the final music and the
show was over. Doing that was worth
ten years of schlock gigs." So far Jay
has been unsuccessful in convincing
the BBC to release that special to
American television.
Jay will resume touring colleges this
spring (he doesn’t always do magic;
sometimes he gives a lecture titled
’Sense, Perception and Nonsense"). At
interview time, he was recovering
from a mysterious skin rash which
hospitalized him briefly. He said he
might cut his hair, and he was on a
diet, so that when we adjourned to a
cafe for lunch, he ordered Perrier and
soup. I paid the check with 3 hundred
dollar bill (no, I don’t carry them often); seeing it lying there on the little
red plastic tray was too much for Jay.
He picked it up, folding it in twos,
fourths, and so on, down to a little
one-inch nubbin. He then carefully un
folded it it had been transformed
into a two-dollar hill I smiled. I’d seen
him do this on stage. I wasn’t really
worried, but when he folded up the
two-dollar bill and unfolded it back to
its hundred-dollar state, I admit to a
small sense of relief
How dries he do it? I have never
presumed to ask, because, like Ricky
ay himself, love being amazed.

The Latest
Astounding Effect
Ricky Jay invites a woman to join
him onstage. He borrows a ring
from her, puts the ring in the envelope, seals the envelope and
gives it to the woman to hold. She
holds the envelope for a certain
length of time while Jay produces a
deck of cards and says that the
cards have a relationship to her
ring. The woman opens the envelope. The ring is gone! Jay then
throws the cants into the audience,
far into the audience. There is a
balloon hanging from a rafter that
has been there the entire lime.
One of the cards breaks the balloon; a big bird flies out at the balloon and lands on Jay’s arm. Tied
to one of the bird’s legs is a ribbon
and a little package. and inside the
package is the wom.iii’s ring.
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Juice Newton: This
Angel Is Ascending

attractive honey
blonde from California with the intriguing
ALn name of Juice Newton is suddenly one
of the hottest ladies in the recording industry. Newton’s
single "Angel Of The Morning!’ from her new Capitol
album Juice, is ascending both
the pop and country charts as if
the song had wings. Requests
for television appearances and
showcase concerts in prestigious clubs across the country
are pouring in. According tore cord biz oracle Kal Rudman:
"By the end of the year, Juice
Newton will be one of the top
female artists in the music
business:’
What accounts for Newton’s
virtual "overnight" emergence
as a dynamic commercial songstress? The answer is her sound.
After half a lifetime of performing, more than a decade of
constant touring and five previous albums, Juice Newton’s
style is now in style. Megastars
like Kenny Rogers and Dolly
Parton have obliterated the
barriers between pop and country music formats, making
room on the airwaves for the
blend of country vocal and instrumental textures with pop
melodies that Juice does so
well. All of a sudden, Juice
Newton is a singer with a sound
whose time has come.
"I’ve always been moving in
this direction with my music!’
she says in a voice that reveals
her southern Virginia upbringing. "My roots are in folk, but
now I consider myself to be a
country/pop singer with the
accent on ’country:"

"Juice’s voice is definitely
a country instrument!’ agrees
Richard Landis, producer of
Juice. "But when she brings
that instrument to mainstream
material, that’s when the mass
appeal magic happens!’
Newton and Landis have
succeeded in capturing this
magic on vinyl, emphasizing
through song selection and arrangements some provocative

Wi -t1-1 her
smash hit "Angel
Of The Morning;’
Juice Newton is
becoming
America’s favorite
urban cowgirl.
aspects of Juice’s personality
that have never come through
in her earlier recordings. "I’ve
always thought of Juice as a
female desperado!’ says Landis. "Personality -wise she’s
strong, not the least bit submissive, and yet she’s very feminine. She can sit at the bar and
drink with the boys, but you
never forget that she’s an extremely appealing woman. We
wanted to show this corn -

bination of toughness and
tenderness!’
This portrait is developed
with stylish skill on Juice. Songs
like "Angel Of The Morning!’
"Shot Full Of Love" and
"Queen Of Hearts" evoke
images of a spirited, passionate
and playful contemporary woman. She’s the kind of lady
every urban cowboy would love
to meet and every urban cowgirl would love to be.
Juice (the source of the nickname remains shrouded in
mystery) was still a teenager
when she began her career singing folk songs in coffee houses.
"It was the ’telling’ side of folk
music that attracted me:’ she
recalls. "It was hard-hitting. It
really said something to you:’
But by the late ’60s, the demand for folk music had died.
Traveling to college in California, Juice met guitarist/composer Otha Young. The couple
have been together ever since,
progressing through a variety
of lineups, moving from acoustic folk styles to more expansive, electrified country -flavored pop of Juice. The progression is musically chronicled
on five albums, two early folk
rock efforts and three more
recent Capitol LPs Come To
Me (1977), Well Kept Secret
(1978) and Take Heart (1979).

iARREN ZEVON
Stand in the Fire

(Asylum) Live rock albums can provide a boost to an artist’s career, or
they can show up a performer’s weaknesses as a live act. Fortunately for
Warren Zevon, an almost-star in need
of a strong LP. Stand in the Fire is one
of the best in-concert records to appear in some time. Collecting the
singer/songwriter’s strongest tunes in
one package, it makes an effective case
for his importance as an up-andcoming rock talent.
Besides serving as a "greatest hits"
package, the LP offers a spirited,
AN DURY & THE
good-humored performance by Zevon
His vocals are convincingly aggressive .1 BLOCKHEADS
Laughter
when they should he, winningly
tongue-in-cheek when his most absurd
(epic) Ian Dury & the Blockheads are
songs call for a lighter touch. A revised
enormously popular in England due in
"Werewolves of London" finds him
large part to Dury’s portrayal of an earbellowing out to the crowd that the
monster "is looking for James Taylor," thy Cockney street character with a
heart of gold. Ironically, the central
an amusing lyrical switch.
the
element of their appeal there
While several ballads are delivered
British character of the
decidedly
with conviction ("Jeannie Needs a
Shooter,." "Mohammed’s Radio"), music is Dury and company’s
biggest single drawback in terms of atStand in she Fire’s finest moments
come during the grittier rock-outs. tracting an American audience.
Side Two features a sizzling-hot sequence of such tunes, opening with a
snarling "Lawyers, Guns and Money"
and closing with a manic cover of "Bo
Diddley."
Zevon’s latest LP Is so enjoyable that
I’ll just mention In passing that its two
brand-new songs aren’t terribly interesting. What really counts is that, on
the whole, this is his most potent
album to date.
Barry Alfonso

,’RELDENCE CLEARWATER
REVIVAL
Tbe Royal Albert Hall Concert

Along the way, Juice’s hybrid
musical style fell on some
rather indifferent ears. Top 40
stations thought her "too
country!’ while country audiences were tentatively receptive.
But increasingly enthusiastic
response to her versions of pop
songs like "It’s A Heartache"
(a gold record in Mexico) and
"Sunshine" confirmed a crossover potential that has now become a reality.
In its first two weeks of release, "Angel Of The Morning" was added to the airplay
list of more radio stations than
any other record in the country.
The single is a hit with pop,
country and adult contemporary listeners alike, and the album features other selections
just as stunningly performed.
"It’s taken a long time, and
it’s been tough!’ says Juice,
"but now that the barriers are
down, I think music like mine
has a chance to reach a lot of
people!’
Rim on Juice and you’ll hear
why she’s right.

there may even he a bass, although it
could he turntable rumble. The only
and survives
thing that survives
horrendous mix Is
gloriously this
the astonishing whiskey -and -Bull
Durham growl of John Fogeny’s WCals. It’s reason enough to own a copy.
Fogerty’s singing is simply among the
best In rock and roll. Its terse urgency
is matched only by the songs he wrote.
Too had, really. A Creedence Clearwater Revival revival is long overdue.
This mislabeled, mismixed album is a
frustrating indication of what might
have been.
Darin Seay

(Fantasy) This long awaited live
document from the late, lamented
Spartan heroes of rock has more than
its share of problems, none of which
should restrain the group’s fans from
buying a copy. There is, in fact, posi,
tive incentive for collectors of rock
curios& It seems that the LP’s fourteen
cuts weren’t recorded at London’s
Royal Albert Hall in April of 1970 at all.
No, they really originate from an Oakland Coliseum concert In January of
that year. Whoops! Fantasy Records,
after presumably firing its archivist, is
reprinting the cover, which makes this
edition an instant oddity.
If the snafus had ended there, this
could well have been a classic among
live LPs. The somp are certainly here;
"Born on the Bayou," "Green River,"
"Travelin’ Band," "Proud Mary," "Fortunate Son" a deposition to Creedence’s long overlooked contribution
to the three-minute single. These are
tough, tight tunes that should sound as
good, if not better, as when they first
ate up the charts in the early Seventies.
The fact that they don’t is the fault of
one personsome guy named Danny
Kopelson, credited with the remix on
this technical disaster. As good a
drummer as Doug Clifford was, there
must have been something else happening up there that night in Oakland.
Actually, you can just make it out behind the thundering drums and
deafening cymbal crashes. There seem
to be some guitars, it’s hard to tell;
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On Laughter, his third LP, Dury
doesn’t so much sing songs as spin
yarns while the Blockheads lay down a
suitable groove behind him. The replacement of musical director Chaz
Jankel by former Dr. Feelgood guitar
ace Wilko Johnson has shifted the
overall sound from the slick funk of
Do It Yourself to a more basic, raucous
brand of rhythm & blues.
The Blockheads are such a crackerjack unit special
kudos go to Norman Watt Ray’s stellar bass workthat
they essentially overshadow I)ury’s
contributions. Several songs cry out
for more substantial lyrical content
than Dury telling us (however wittily)
what it feels like to be a train and tossing off pearls of wisdom like "Take
your elbow out of the soup/You’re sitting on the chicken’ and "A mouse
runs up your leWIt’s one o’clock in
China" for our edification.
Dury & the Blockheads are undoubtedly more effective onstage where
Duty’s persona is more fully developed, Johnson can unleash the definitive (accept no substitute, kids)
psycho-strut and the sheer musical excellence of the band simply
overpowers any lingering shortcomings. On vinyl, they’re still something
of an acquired taste for American listeners; Laughter is a solid albeit uneven album that requires acceptance
of Duty on his own terms to fully appreciate the music.
Don Snowden

HE CLAS
TH
Sandinista!

(lpk)

Look Out! Clash upside your
head!
It’s easy to feel a little dazed after
hearing Sandinista! The Clash’s latest
opus is 36 songs and 2-1/2 hours long,
and it pursues us political and social
themes down practically every musical
hack alley imaginable. The record Is so
vast and so difficult to assimilate that
Epic shuddered at the very thought of
releasing it here; indeed, the label has
boiled it down to a I2-song sampler
called Sandinista Now! for critical and
radio consumption.
Yet, as rugged as the early going
may be, .Sandinista! in the end is the
Clash’s richest and most daring release
yet. k may not have the gut-ripping
Impact of The Clack hut it showcases a
hand that is willing to risk all and pull
off a difficult creative and imaginative
caper nonetheless.
Politics, both English and international, make up the core of Sundinista!
The group tackles a kaleidoscope of
subjects: the new Cold War (in -Ivan
Meets G. I. Joe") sex In government
(in "The Leader"), the draft (in "The
Call Up",) American and Russian imperialism (in "Charlie Don’t Surf’ and
"Washington Bullets"), the political fate
of postwar England (In "Something
About England"), public housing (in
"Up in Heaven"). Seldom is anything
just thrown against the wall to see if it
sticks: the music and lyrics are composed with care and dynamically
played and sung.
The less political material (though
none is strictly apolitical) ranges over
subjects far and wide: from the independent U. K. music scene to police
harassment, from the drug world to
the New York transit strike. There is an
excited inquisitiveness on Sandinista!
that is unexpcted, even after the giant
steps of London Calling. Musical styles

are as divergent as subject matter, with
fun, folk, blues, jazz, gospel and (of
course) n
e dose, of reggae
churning together in a thick, marvelously detailed production sound.
other post. U. K hand has attempted a musical conception structured on such grand terms. Joe
Strummer, Mick Jones and company
have already been written off in the
English press as the victims if hubris,
yet, to these ears, their achiewment
seems as large as their ambitions. The
early romantic naivete of the Clash’s
political views has been stretched with
each succeeding album, and on Sandanista! they elongate things to the
snapping point. But, despite a few uncertain moments, nothing ever snaps.
The Clash persist in testing themselves musically, and they are now testing their audience as well: thou: with
out the patience in imagination to appreciate the bands inetamorpliming
style may get lett behind by Sam
dinista! Ifs a race to catch up with this
fast-moving and adventurous hand, it’s
true. But the Clash have already made
their stand: running in place isn’t really running at All sandinisrap is
grand adventure in music and in politics, and it’s worth the chase.
Gloria Morris

.pLVIS COSTELLO
Trust

(Columbia) Considering his attacks
upon greed and status-seeking in his
songs, it seems insulting to suggest
that Elvis Costello thirsts after the
American hit record that has thus far
eluded him. Yet Trust reflects such a
desire.
With a string of brilliant albums to
his credit, Castello has set the highest
standards in rock songwriting and performing. Some viewed him as just an
other bileful New Waver when he first
appeared, but it’s become clear that
he’s actually a staunch musical
traditionalist, drawing upon influences
as diverse as Sixties psycheclelia and
Hank Williams barroom balladry to
create his sound. In tandem with the
versatile, flashy Attractions, he’s released records of unusual wit, ingenuity and emotional punch.
Trust doesn’t indicate that Costello
has lost his touch. But for the moment,
he isn’t growing or progressing. It’s
chief flaw is that much of what it contains has been clone before, and generally better, on his earlier LPs.
Costello’s lyrical preoccupations are
the same as ever sexual paranoia,
shallow trendiness and the spectre of
government control. His special brand
of militant alienation lacks its usual
bite, however "Lovers Walk," "Pretty
Words" and "New Lace Sleeves" rely
too heavily on his now -familiar
songwriting formulas. At times, his
verbal tricks (puns, strange juxtapositions) are enough to carry him
through a lyric, but too often the ideas
play out.
His country entry for this album,
"Different Finger," faiLs to offer anything different from his past compositions In this vein. Trug’s showcased
number, "From a Whisper to a
Scream," is indicative of the LP’s
shortcomings. Though Costello and
co -vocalist Glenn Tilbrook labor
mightily, they can’t elevate this song
above the mediocre
Those are the notable duds there
(Continued on page 12)

MUSIC LIVES ON TDK

&TDK.
Fill a TDK cassette with music and the playback is
unforgettable. It’s music, full and rich. Charged. Vibrant.
Instruments cascade, surround, bathe you in music. Crystal
clear. Not a note missed in the flow. On TDK cassettes the
extraordinary happens. Music lives. Experience the energy
of TDK. Start the music. Then glow with it.
TOK cassettes warranted

or a lifetime
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BenDm’ & the lipatones
IN NE Vi 10Ith
ill Plympton said the kiint was a
firetrap and if anything happened
New York would lase its cartoonist
population in one big flame.
What happened instead was a smash
the onetime only -and-forever performance of Ben Day and the
Zipatone.s. four well-known New York
illtiurators and cartionius, a pickup
drummer and bassist, and three singersthe lipettes.
Bill Plympton, nationally-syndicated
author of "Tube Strips," -Medium
Rare,- and the weekly strip,
"Plympton," and Mark Man Stamaty,
Village Voice author of "Carrrtioonn"
and "MacDoodle Sreet," tuned their
career at friends’ parties doing a
broken-down Elvis imitation. Plympton
knew most of the songs on guitar and
Statnaty’s wobbly knees captured the
pathos of Presley’s last days.
When Lou Brooks, AJCA Eddie
Romaine and frequent illustrator for
Playboy and Rolling Stone, decided
they all should go legit-for.a.nip,ht, adding his own stand-up lounge comedy
to their Elvis dreams, one heard the
stumble of fools shuffling in. And what
the hell.
But it was a happy moment that gave
birth (albeit breach delivery) to Ben
Day and the Zipaumes, reverentially.
named for tools of the graphic design
trade.
On Friday the 13th of February,
Plympton, Stamaty, Brooks and Elwood
Smith himself ubiquitously’ published hut unheard as a singer
hauled their friends and an directors
down to a hired hall on deserted Bond
Street and made good A better surpose than found money not for the
hot guitar licks or sugared voices
but for the volatile happy havoc they
played on all expectations.
LOU Brooks as Eddie Romaine (the
humor of funny glasses done to a sick
mist) ought to he signed. And the guys
played great. They practiced hard for
the Bond Street hash. You could see it
and thank them.
Country favorites and solos from the
Zipettes (two of them Liz Gallagher
and Maureeen McElheron the only
pros in the Zips) built languorously up
to Brooks’ and Stamaty’s (AKA Ben
Day) star turns.
Brooks composed and sang "Baked
Bean lkyogie" in homage (???) to Boston, and a smash hit, "The 10 Commandments of Art"
"Always use a
nude model whether the assignment
calls for it or not" ... "If you mu.st use
a nude male rnodeVin.sist that he wear
an athletic supporter" . . ." when
spec’ing type, always use Helvetica
Medium . ." (C. 1981, Lou Brooks,
Inc.) There was other stuff about finding his girl in the arms of a slat messenger who lost an invaluable, irreplaceable work of art on the subway
and got it in the heart with an X.acto
knife.
And finally, there was Ben Day
’4amaty with no wobbles.
"I get 125,000 per wiggle." And he
was smooth and pretty in yellow pants
and blue brocade, hair slicked back,
playing the hest joke on a joke that
Elvis ever gave rise to.
Altogether a great hash. A quick blip
on the radar screen of self-serious en.

ZIP4TONES
tertainment, and a spectacular argument for one-night stands.
L.M. Eklund

Billy & the Beaters
SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITI
Their name suggests a trendy New
Wave group hut Billy and the
Beaters are quite the opposite. Led by
singer-guitarist Billy Vera, an active at list since the mid-Sixties, this nine piece outfit is as staunch a rhythm and
blues hand as you could ask for. Vera
himself is hardly a young firebrand
either resembling a Rick Nielsen entering middle age. his looks match his
musical track record.
Billy and the Beaters, then, are no
punkstheir virtue as a group lies in
their tightness and polish. These qualities were in evidence at their San
Diego show, a satisfying affair despite a
few awkward moments. While limited
in scope, this concert demonstrated
the group’s considerable potential.
The hands horn -heavy r&ti style was
in evidence from the show’s opening
moments on. The Beaters feature four
saxophonists on stage, who honk out
thick, rhythmic blasts which evoke the
old Stan/Volt sound. Few hands use
such a horn section on stage, and the
reedmen’s insistent squeals were refreshingly different. Clustered about
a single mike, the sax quartet was
visually striking as well.
Vera’s sax section was so potent that
they tended to obscure the other
players, including former Doobie
Brother Jeff "Skunk" Baxter, on tour
with the band as a special guest. Apparently, his presence was mostly intended as a commercial draw, for his
contributions on steel guitar were
slight. Confined to a corner of the
stage, he could he seen shaking his
head when a band member would ask
him to solo.

His low profile, though, was more
than compensated for by Vera, an engaging. frolicsome stage personality
with a strong, flexible voice. Doing
splits and wheeling about, he
genuinely seemed to he having fun
under the spotlights. His affection for
re, was evident as well. His original
material, particularly "I Can Take Care
ot Myself and "Someone Will School
You, Someone Will Hold You," effectively combined sophisticated wordplay and hump-and-grind festiveness
with raunchy sentiments.
Vera’s fifteen -year background as
songwriter and performer serves him
well in concert. His professionalism
matches his enthusiasm on his upbeat

PiMATA. MITH. HAMPTON, BROOK!.

numbers. Vera’s only failing would appear to he his treatment of ballads. By
giving them long-winded, tear-jerking
introductions at the San Diego State
show, he undercut their effectiveness.
Though he well may have been sincere when offering such heartache
songs as "Here Comes the Dawn
Again," his excesses made them hard
to take.
Billy and the Beaters’ biggest asset is
that few hands are covering the turf
they are Their musk’ is decidedly Old
Wave, hut timeless in its energy. With a
bit of fine tuning. Vera and company
could become a hitmaking proposition.
Barry Alfonso

ON
(Continued firm: page 11)
are also some sUCAMSSCS here. "White
Knuckles" boasts a galloping arrangement and frantic singing in the manner
of E.C.’s "Oliver’s Army.- "Strict Time,"
an amusing look at prudery, bounces
to a zesty Latin tempo. And "Shot with
His Own Gun" is one of Costello’s best
ballads to date, touching in its portrait
of a desensitized gigolo.
Still, the overall impression Trust
leaves is less than satisfying. For the
moment, Costello is treading water artistically, even if this LP may he his
commercial hrealahrouh.
Barry Aroma

MILES DAVIS
Miles Davis Chronicle, The
Complete Prestige Recordings
(Prestige) The Prestige recordings
can be looked upon as a series of lab
sessions that led to breakthroughs for
not only Miles but the rest of the jazz

world as well. The net result was a
reordering of harmony, a reconsideration of the small group in jazz, an al.
temative mode of expression for the
trumpet, several stylistic changes in
the music and the cultivation of an
audience that knew how to sit still
and listen
Davis was something of a child prodigy, snatched up at the tender age of
19 by the grand master of bebop, Charlie Parker, to be his front line trumpeter. The reigning trumpet influence at
the time was, of course, Dizzy Gillespie. Gillespie’s superlative technique,
consisting of an advanced harmonic
sense, practically unlimited power in
any register and a fluent quickness,
made him the standard by which
trumpeters were judged. Davis had
technical limitations that he eventually
used to his own advantage.
Cornetist Nat Adderley explains: "I
think Miles realized that he was never
going to he able to play like Dizzy and
that he’d better develop something
that was more in keeping with what he

could do, instrument -wise. As a result
you’ve got a style. Over the last twenty
or thirty years it is the most prolific
trumpet style."
Although he had gained relmown in
the Parker group and in 1949 had offered an alternative to bebop with his
quietly revolutionary "Birth of the
Cool" recordings, in 1951 Davis was little more than an itinerant trumpeter.
Drug addiction and its attendant miseries had undermined any continuity
In his life. Prestige was one of the
companies recording jazz that could
sign "name" musicians at bargain
basement prices.
The music: Oddly enough, the
strongest set of tunes is a 1951 date led
by alto saxophonist Lee Konitz, the
only Prestige session in which Davis
was a sideman. The two George Russell tunes "Eu-Thetic" and "Odjenar"
represented the avant-garde of the day
and Davis makes an interesting addition to the group of Lennie Tristan
disciples.
A January, 1953 session reunites
Davis and Parker. This time, Parker is
the sideman and Davis the leader. As
an added kicker, Parker plays tenor,
as does the other horn player on the
date, Sonny Rollins. According to Dan
Morgenstern’s liner notes, it took a
fifth of gin (for Parker) and a little
pleading (for Davis) to get this session
underway, but the results are fascinatMg. Parker sounds totally relaxed and
at home on tenor and Rollins shows
no signs of being intimidated.
Davis had taken to playing with a
Harmon mute in his trumpet, producing the brooding, introspective, cool
quality that went straight for the bean.
In April of 1954, having shaken off his
addiction, Davis, with one record session, shut down the cool school that
had been taken over by white West
Coast players. The tunes were his own
"Walkin’ " and an old Gillespie gauntlet
"Blue ’n Boogie."
The following year at the Newport
Festival, Davis won over the entire critical fraternity’ with one performance.
Though he had been dismissed by the
scribes for years, they now rushed to
restore him to grace. Columbia Records beckoned with a fatter record
deal but there were still contractual
obligations to Pi estige. The last four
Prestige dates were somewhat quick
and dirty but Davis still found the time
to lay the groundwork for probably
the greatest small group of the 1950s.
Davis took a tenor saxophonist who
at 29 had nix completely found his
own voice yet, John Coltrane; a pleasant hut not outstanding pianist with a
penchant for cocktailisms, Red Garland; an unknown bassist barely out of
his teens, .Paul Chambers; and a
drummer who to everyone else’s ears
played too loud, Philly Joe Jones. This
was the quintet and though there
would he some personnel changes,
this was to be Davis’ working hand for
the rest of the decade.
Although the band reached its finest
flowering on record with Columbia,
(d, Kind of Blue, In a Silent Way, Miles
Smiles) the Prestiges are more than
rewarding The standout tune, for me,
is the lovely ballad "It Never Entered
My Mind." Coltrane lays out and it’s
just Miles and the rhythm section. Even
though he fluffs the theme, even
though he recorded the definitive version of the same arrangement for Blue
Note two years earlier and even
though Garland doesn’t approach
Horace Silver’s achingly beautiful solo,
the piece is exquisite. It’s followed by
"When I Fall in Love" and given the
same muted, moody treatment. It is, to
quote Stephen Davis, "a great song to
have a broken heart by."
e.
Kirk Silsbee
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Something New for the
"Over the Budget," since it is), about the
REPoirts THAT Mic.k Fleetwood has ended
his fourteen-year stay with Fleetwood
making of The Wizard of Oz, specifically the
Midnight Show
Mac can’t be substantiated. They started
casting of all those Munchkins (Carrie
when it was revealed the lanky drummer ASEQUEL TO The Rocky Horror Picture Fisher co-stars as a non-Munchkin); next
was pursuing a solo project called Mick
Shoo, is due soon, called Shock Treat- Chase will do Modern Problems, co-starring
Fleetwood’s African Ockssey. Fleetwood has ment, also produced by Lou Adler. Brad and Patti D’Arbanville, described briefly as
been spending considerable time in Ghana, Janet (played by Jessica Harper of Stardust "about telekinesis." Let’s hope it’s better than
working with guitarist Todd Sharpe (of the Memorks and Cliff de Young) try their luck The Fury.
Bob Welch band), plus numerous Ghanian on several TV game shows like Sam Your
musicians. A benefit concert for the Ghana Marriage and Are You a Psychotic? One of
Musician’s Union, held February 21, will he the hosts lusts after Janet and tries to get
Last Month’s Changes
televised on PBS channels, together with Brad committed to an insane asylum.
FITZCAltRAIDO, the Peru-locationed film to
footage on the making of the album.
You’ve been warned.
star Mick Jagger, is currently on hold
because co-star Jason Robards came down
Who’s in What
Big Business
with dysentery and had to cancel. If director
BErre MIDLER will star in a Las Vegas ro- Werner Herzog does not find a replacement
FBANOS COPPOLA’S Zoetrope Studio is gill
in business, thanks to a $500,000 anon- il mance (she’ll sing a couple of songs) soon, the production may close down alymous loan (reportedly from Norman Lear) called Jackpot; the producers want Richard together.
And Taipei, the James Clavell epic that
and $8 million from Canadian real estate Gere to costar (who doesn’t?)... Natalie
whiz Jack Singer (who now has his own Wood and Tim Hutton will star in Two of a has been on and off and on, is once again
office at Zoetrope); Singer says he’ll see to Kind, about an older woman novelist’s rela- off. Too expensive.
it that there’s enough cash for Coppola to tionship with an aspiring young writer . .
Sally Field plays a nightclub singer in A Prifinish One from the Heart.
And More Sci Ft Movies
rate 4(fair who falls in love with a 15-yearold boy. . . Robert Redford’s next will be DJ GER CORAWI’S New World Pictures will
TwzNorni.cErirruxy FOX is facing a major The Verdict, in which he plays a Boston
release Planet of Honors this summer.
change: outright purchase by Denver lawyer who is ostracized by polite society an Allenesque journey to a distressed
oilman Marvin Davis (a pal of Ford and when he accepts a medical malpractice suit
planet, with pyramids thrown in for good
Kissinger) whose estimated tveek4, income
... David Naughton, the dancing fellow in
measure. Corman also plans a film called
exceeds $1 million. If Davis goes through all those Dr. Pepper commercials, stars with Shopping Center, to be made in Houston.
with the stock purchase, 20th will then be- Jenny Agutter in An American Werewolf in
and he’s offered starring roles to all memcome a private company, no longer open to London, directed by John Landis, about ... bers of the Doobie Brothers, but nothing is
public scrutiny.
you guessed it ... an American college stu- definite yet.
dent who is attacked by an unknown beast
on the moors one night ...
W/arm ANNENBERG, the man behind TV
Attention Student Filmmakers
Guide and one of the men behind
President Reagan, has pledged $15 million Tme OFT-POSTPONED film biography of Pr HE WINNER of last year’s Academy of Mo.
to the Corporation for Public Broadcasting
Ghandi is about to start with an Anglo- I tion Picture Arts & Sciences Student
($1.5 million per year for ten years). Seems Indian, Ben Kingsley, in the title role (after Film Award in the Documentary Achieveonly fair, now that Reagan has slashed fund- unsuccessful attempts to cast English actors ment Category was Karl Hags: Toward libing for public radio and television.
like John Hurt). Candice Bergen will play erty by Roland Halle and Peter W. Ladue,
Life photographer Margaret Bourke-White; made while they were students at Boston
Martin Sheen also garsond is donating his University (where Ladue now teaches). This
ISNEY ON FILM A Forum on Animation
and Fantasy Filmmaking in the 80’s" is salary to CONCERN, an Ireland-based or- same film is currently nominated for an
currently touring 33 universities across the ganization that supplies food and medical Academy Award in the Best Achievement in
Documentary Film, Short Subject category.
country, featuring animators and live-action aid to impoverished Third World nations.
Huzzah, congratulations, and we’ll all be
experts; filmed comments from Kirk Dougwatching the televised Awards ceremony
HEAR THAT Debbie Harry’s solo
las, Ray Bradbury, Shelley Duvall, etc.; and
WE
previews of upcoming Disney features (like
W album will be produced by Rogers March 30. Deadline (each year) for the
The Far and the Hound, The Black Caul- and Niles (the guys who did Chic, Diana Academy’s student film competition is April
dron, and live action clips from Popeye, Ross, etc.) and will be most, if not all, R&B 1. Check local university film departments
... Jack Nitzsche’s music for the film Cutter for details, or write to Karen Arandjellovich,
Dead and Buried, Never Cry Wq1", etc.).
& Bone (remember last May’s Jeff Bridges Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences,
cover story?) uses a zither and water-filled 8949 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 90211.
Stung
glasses (played by Canadian Erik Harry) and
STING OF me POLICE could be a movie star: is reportedly dazzling.
Pick a Card
he’s seriously discussing a TV movie
Chasing Chase
called Parole and a Stigwood film called
T COMBINES Two THINGS I’ve always found
While my Guitar Gently Weeps, in which gr’’’s HEW CHASE has been busy in spite of I appealing: trading cards and old blues
he’ll reportedly play a famous guitarist
abysmal reviews for Caddyshack singers." R. Crumb, probably the most inwhose hands are broken by thugs (Sting (which nevertheless scored big bucks last fluential of the "underground" cartoonists,
appeared briefly in Quadropbenia). This year) and Seems Like Old Times, He’s star- is describing Heroes of the Blues, a set of
film is not based on the George Harrison ring in Over the Rainbow (nicknamed Illustrations he made of country blues arsong, but on a book by Paul Breeze (and
tists of the Twenties, Thirties, Forties and
the name may be changed). George HarriFifties. Mounted like bubblegum trading
son has no involvement in this film, according to Stigwood executive Beryl Virtue.
Miss Wyoming of 1978, picked
rii..up a bigger prize recently; a
$26,500,000 judgment against Penthouse
magazine and writer Phillip Ciofari. According to Pring, there were too many
similarities for comfort between herself and
the heroine of "Miss Wyoming Saves the
World," an August, 1979 short story by Cioffan about a baton-twirling beauty queen.
Especially galling to Pring were the fictional
character’s sexual turns with contest judges
and various others.
IM MING,

INFLATION 15 RettAWII
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cards,/ieroes of the Blues comes in a boxed
set of 36 and is sold in various record shops
and comic hook stores. Guys like Clifford
Gibson, Blind Lemon Jefferson and BoWeavil Jackson are represented. The lone
woman is Memphis Minnie, who cut more
than 150 records, including "Bumble Bee
Blues." Because the cards are hot sellers,
Crumb is planning a series on old Jazz artists and another on old Country & Western
stars.

R.LP.
Michael Bloomfield a
"bizarre figure, whose vast potential
has remained irritatingly unfulfilled" That
might have been his epitaph, except for two
brand new releases reportedly worthy of
Bloomfield’s copious talents.
The man Guitar Player Magazine called
’barroom Scholar of the Blues" died in San
Francisco of unknown causes. His body was
found by police in his car on the morning
of Sunday, February 15.
"He was up, he was fantastic, there was
absolutely no depression," says Norman
Dayron, Bloomfield’s neighbor, producer
and close friend since college days. "The
new records were his best art, better than
anything he’d ever recorded before."
Son of a wealthy indu.strialist, Bloomfield
was hooked on the blues via radio. As a
teenager he jammed with giants like Muddy
Waters and Magic Sam, Howlin’ Wolf and
B.B. King. His fame came with the Paul Butterfield Blues Band, Electric Flag and the
high-selling Super Session albums.
Bloomfield’s guitar led Bob Dylan into
the electric age on "Like a Rolling Stone,"
Highway 61 Revisited and Blonde on
Blonde. But his favorite recording remained
If You tote These Blues, Play ’Em As You
Please, a 1977 Grammy-winning instructional album or guitarists.

WHAT DO YOU
WORRY WWI
CARROT?

RITICS CALLED
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ON SCREEN
(Continued from page 6)
studios said there were plans to duplicate
the spectacle on the West Coast if the Radio
City performances proved successful, which
they were the S800-seat hall was sold out
kir three scheduled shows, and two more
had to he added. Images Film Archives will
later put Napoleon into general release
with the new score printed on the soundtrack.
Sol Louis Siegel

Eyewitness
A not -for-credit mind-bender fiendishly devised by the editors of
GAMES magazine to drive you bananas.

SuperQuiz
A comic book brain-buster
Hey kids! Remember comic book.s,’ Remember spending countless afternoons with a bunch of super-powered crimefighters who never seemed to
age? Remember reading them late at night underneath your sheets with a
flashlight? Remember your mother ripping back the sheets, tearing up the
comic book and hitting you over the head with the flashlight? Remember
moving up to Playboy:’ And remember two weeks ago when you blew off
A tidying for a bio exam so you could catch the latest issue of The Fantastic
Four:’ You do? Good! Then you should have no trouble remembering the
,.uperhero names of the fifteen secret identities listed below. To give you
some help, we’ve hidden the names across, up and down, and diagonally
in the find -a -word puzzle at the bottom. No fair using your Captain
Nlidnite decoder ring. Zowie!
Billy Batson
Steve Rogers
Linda Danvers
Johnny Storm
Diana Prince
Peter Parker
Bruce Wayne
Barry Allen
Hal lordan
I )on Blake
Janet Van Dyne
Ray Palmer
Bruce Banner
Matt Murdock
Tony Stark
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warring William Hurt Sigourney tt’eaver,
"Aber Plummer and James Wood,, written by
Wee Tench; produced and directed by Peter
)ates.
Although Eyewitness has the same directing, screenwriting and editing (Cynthia
Scheider ) team that gave us the wonderful
Breaking Away, don’t look for too many
other similarities. ii:retvitness is a mysterylove story, hut only half of that hyphenate
works.
The mystery plot (an Oriental man is
tOund dead in his office; a TV reporter investigates, the janitor leads her on, and
dozens of people follow them) is full of
contrivance and coincidence and downright
hokum; it is one of very few (perhaps the
only?) mysteries I’ve ever seen in which no
one sohes the mystery; the murderer simply
tells why he did it.
Writer Tesich’s best invention is the Hurt
character, a man with an unglamorous job
(janitor in a big office building) Who likes
his work, a man without guile or artifice
who comes right out and "says the dumbest
things," according to the object of his affections, TV newswoman Weaver (who looks
like Jane Fonda but seems awkward and
uncomfortable in this role). How can a rich,
talented, glamorous woman find love with a
janitor? Take, for instance, this brief scene
in which Hurt tells Weaver how he’d like to
wax and huff her floors:" ... slowly. Gently.
Until they beam. Anytime."
Hurt almost, but not quite, makes up for
the silly plot. He is so sternly understated
he could be an Eighties version of Gary
Cooper, hut when he talks, animated by his
great desire for Weaver, he becomes

eloquent, witty. like Cary Grant. He has
enough modern angst to vie with Paean
and TramIta and that crowd, although he
looks like a stolid Aryan with his rimless
glasses and blond hair. He seems really
wefrd when he isn’t being perfectly charming. judging from his success in Altered
States, and from the many feminine squeals
emined during the Eyewitness screening,
we’re going to have to get used to him.
Shouldn’t he too hard.
Judith Sims

La Cage aux Folles 11
Wining (go Tognazzi and Michel Serrauft. written by Franc Veber, Jean Poiret, Eduard Molinaro & Marcell() Danon; directed by Molinaro.
go Tognazzi and Michel Serrault (two of
the most improbable leading men
around) are back, in a sequel to the fabulously successful la Cage aux Folks. This
time around, however, the gay gentlemen
fall flat on their powdered noses.
In II, the gents are too confined to a narrow, tedious espionage script to really cut
loose with their outrageous characterizations. Serrault’s Albin is put through innumerable unfunny costume/gender
changes, and the joke wears thin very fast.
This time around, Albin is reduced to frequently emitting his high-pitched shriek,
while Tognazzi’s Renaldo is allowed to be
little more than straight man to Albin. He
follows Albin around, pleading his love and
being practical, and he spends too much
time dealing with the various nondescript
detectives and spies who clutter the story.
The script relies tbo heavily on the
characters’ gayness for its laughs and delivers numerous gay cliches straight detectives forced to dress and act gay, tough
guys picking fights with the gays and getting
punched out by the undercover cops. Gone
for the most part is the familiar and necessary setting the nightclub and apartment
of the title
where the campy characters
can, in their own way, he normal. Also gone
is the wonderful burlesque of the original:
here the characters become fluttering
queens, and that’s not worth paying to see.

For correct answers, see this space in next month’s Ampersand. And
for more mind-stimulating quizzes, puzzles and other fun features,
pick up the current issue of GAMES wherever magazines are sold.
to last motaht quiz "Cinetna Academia". I. . I la r va rd 2. e. Berkeley
i. Harvard 4. j. Faber 5. 1. Huxley It. k. Indiana 7. I. Notre Dame
14. d. Yale 9. a. Columbia 10. h Sheraton
IVIICTS

GAMES magazine. A Playlxiy Publication. 515 Madison Ave., NYC.

Sigourney Wearer about to get bet- floors buffed by William Hurt
in Eyewitness.

Jim Gullo
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From a super-looking centerfolder named Gina Goldberg to a pictorial
pleasure trip with the uncrowned Miss World, the May issue of PLAYBOY
is an experience you don t want to miss You’ll learn everything you ever
wanted to know about beer, as well as how computers, calculators and
other electronic gadgets are affecting our minds You II read a miniinterview with auto maven John DeLorean, and a maxi-interview with
life-after-death experimenter Elisabeth Kubler-Ross Plus a moving
tribute to a very special young lady and Playmate of the Year. the late
Dorothy Stratten Also, funnies, summer fashion. the year in film, and
lots more In May PLAYBOY at newsstands now.
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When you need $65 fast,
you find out who your friends are.

by Jeffrey R. Smith
The Associated Studei
the San Jose City Coune
granted to the Ku Klux
Saturday.
The resolution was at
board changed the wordi
"revoke" its permit to reac
The board members is
appear to be advocating a
The resolution also Ill
taken to maintain a peacel
be held at St. James Par
philosophies and purposes
The resolution was subi
Arias at the request of stud(

’They actit
anyone
white, An
Arias and fellow board
Brown will present the resol
"I don’t think this is
Diane Varouchakis said (
board) are trying to deny fri
However, she said she Is
the Klan and "seriously do
takes it seriously.
Board member Diane
actively oppose the Klan "fo
"They promote violenc,
oppose anyone who isn’t wh
like vigilantes. They take jus
Varouchakis said the
principles of the Klan, but t
issued in accordance with t
rights.
"I cannot see where yot
circumvent others’ freedom ,
Board member Ed Asian
"Opposing a philosophy
posing freedom of speech is a
"The Ku Klux Klan brei
of the Constitution when th
homes and lynch them and bt
The board then voted 1(
because they said the resolu
enough, with Scher and Brow
I don’t think any of you
Ku Klux Klan and civil rights
I have, Scher said. "You ar
your community."
Board member Nancy M
was harming the very caus
making it appear that th,
resolution

It’s the middle of the night and everyone
has an excuse. Then, finally, you get the one
person who, even though he’s not
very happy about it, will come
through. And you think, "I knew it.
Why didn’t I just call him in the
first place?"
So when the crisis is over,
he’s going to deserve something
a little special. Tonight, let
it be Lowenbrau.

Lowenbrau.Here9s to good
friends.
,9131

Beef brewed eU S A by Maw Brewong Company Milwaukee, Wreconsin

Election
The runoff election to
the next Associated Sti
president and vice preside]
be held today and tomorrow
The polls will be open
8:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. ’
booths will be set up in the
three places as last 1
general election. The loc
are: outside Sweeny Hall
merly the Education Buil
ootside the Student Union
Front of library north.

Books to
anticipai
ririnin Ali.

